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Stu^ Deficrt
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' ¦' bv Tom Stall
The Executive Board of Colby s Stuthe same year as the other two payments^
dent Association is split as to its actual fibut is hot paid until after July 1. From
nancial situation. The split is between a possi- available information, last year the third
ble deficit of up to nine thousand dollars
payment was wiped out by the deficit inaccording to board members and a "good"
curred by the 77-78 Stu-A board and when
financial status according to Treasurer Cheri
the bill came in this summer it was paid
Bailey. Extensive-discussion on the finances
out of this year's budget.
occurred at the last,Stu-A meeting on Mon- ¦
Mohel feels that Bailey should have
¦• '-;
day. .'- . ;. ''
told this year's Stu-A board of the Oracle's
Executive Chairperson Sid Mohel and
financial isituation at the beginning of the
Public Information Chairperson Scot Lehigh
year so that it could have been taken into
said thatthere could be a deficit of up to
consideration whenmaking the budget allocations and in preparing a proposal for an
nine thousand dollars due to what they
termed "unauthorized expenditures of funds." increase in allocation from the Board of
Trustees.
They feel that Treasurer Cheri Bailey made
The Oracle's expenditure has added
payments for bills that should not have been
approximately $3,700 to the approximately
• paid without prior Stu-A Executive Board
approval. The allegations include payment
$5 ,000 deficit currently expected from the
,..;
for an Oracle bill received during the summer
initial budget passed last semester.
When asked about the" sophomore
for last year's Oracle. The Oracle account is
now approximately $4,200.00 in the red.
class expenditure Bailey declined to comment
saying that she would have to speak to the
A further allegation involves an expenditure
which
to the sophomore class for a dance
Board first. In the 'bud get passed last semesrelsulted in a $450.00 class fund deficit .
ter, the.sophomore class would be allocated
. When asked about the Oracle bill,
money on request with the approval of the
year,
and
was
from
last
Bailey said that it
Stu-A Board. Apparently , the Sophomore
because it was received after July 1, was
class, wanting to sponsor a dance , went to
paid from this year's Stu-A budget. She also
Bailey and asked for money , they had
said that the Oracle had changed publishers,
hopedto make moneyover and above what
which was done in order to cut costs in the
they were allocated and planned to put the
future. She added that when this was done,
extra funds into the class treasury, Ms. Bai- ,
up
their
accounts
the Oracle had to clean
ley said that she told the Board informally
with the old_publisher.,
about this but that the proposal was never
According to Chris Noonan, whp is ~
voted on as is required by Stu-A policy.
advising the present Oracle staff , in the past
She allocated $450 and the dance was not
when a contract was signed , three payments
a success. Since then the;class has attempted
were made.:Thie first two payments came due
to raise funds to cover this and have dein the fiscal year of that year's Oracle and the
creased the loss to the Stu-A.
third payment came due after July 1, putting
Mohel and Lehigh said that the Treas
it into thie fiscal year of the next Stu-A
urer has mismanaged her position b y these
budget. The third payment is allocated in
actions. Mohel said, "The:financial situation

Photo by Britt Holrhen
is a lot more serious than the treasurer led
which have made her job harder. When she
us to believe... because of the meager amount received last year's account books, she said,
of information, this indicates that there is in- . they were in bad order and she had a hard
time trying to justif y many entries and exdeed a severe lack of understanding on. her
penditures which were the result of bad
part as to the gravity of overallocating funds
bookkeeping. She added that many bills
on her part." He added ; "I don't see why
not in the books have shown up this year
we can't, with personnel changes, clarify .
and have had to be paid ; and that there are
and subsequently alleviate the problems we
have uncovered;"
many loopholes such as telephone bills,
Lehigh said, "Unless the treasureer and that get around the purchase order policy.
Another problem that has arisen this year
her committee are able to straighten out
the finances damn fast so the rest of the
is the switchover to the computer for handlboard can 'have an accurate budgetary picing organization accounts. In the switchover
ture with which to operate, we may have no , many bills were bacldpgged and this slowed
'other recourse hut to temporarily freeze all
down bill payment. Bailey hopes that next
accounts until we ourselves can get the prob- year's Treasurer will be able to learn the
lem straightened out." He added , "There
computer system more thoroughly to alleis considerable discontent on the board deviate many of the problems that she has
spite the purchase order policy and other
had to deal with. She later stated that the
controls aimed at fiscal integrity. The treascontrols implemented by the Stu-A were
urer has allowed blanket charge, priviledges
needed but they "made the process harder"
to some groups."
and that there was a lack of communication
between her and the organizations.
When asked for her opinion, Bailey
Bailey feels that she is not responsible
said that there have been many problems
as to how the organizations spend their alloand situations that have arisen this year
cations, but said she "keeps an eye on the
accounts." She said that all but "6 or 7"
clubs were in the black as of Feb. 27 and
that it is very hard to predict a deficit. According to Bailey, the financial status of
the Stu-A "looks pretty-good."
There will be a meeting this Thursday
on ,second floor Roberts at six o'clock beby Jane Eklund
tween the Stu-A' Board and the Treasurer's
Colby's tenure system is a subject of
Committee to try and discover what tlie
the Ph.D. The minutes read: "By our action- which consists of Prbfessors Benbow, Ray-,,
intense debate these days due to a decision
actual
situation is.
¦
do we suggest that the Ph.D. is a criterioh.1 ,
mond , Bennett, Bassett, Gemery, £.Zukow*
to deny tenure to a popular French profesfor tenure, in fact , an4 if that is the case
ski, Sweney, Hudson , W. Smith, and Dean of
sor. Mariystudents and faculty members
should we not adopt this in a policy, stateFaculty Paul J.enson, President Strider apbelieve
Assistant Professor Joseph Reitcr
•
deof
the
significance
the
ment?
Currently,
proves or disapproves the Committee's find-¦
, was riot recommended for tenure because he
gree
is
recognized
and
emphasized
but
no
ings
and submits a recommendation to the- *
:
he does not hayc a Ph.D. AAA :
one
without
the
degree
is
automatically
by
Educational
Policy Committee of the 'Joard
'
A &roujp o^ij identsj, headed
r.
Direceliminated from consideration." 7
of
Trustees
for
a final decision.
_
tor of Rpberts;,|-iri}p^'CKr.i ' Noonah , have
"This discussion was triggered by the
According to Strider, the committees
organized -.petition/drive to grant tenure
Committee on Promotion and Tenurc deinvolved in the process of tenure .erection
to Reiteif> As of yesterday; they had collect- ' cision not to recommend for tenure a 's
faculty
,
"do not make the decisions arbitrarily." He':
ed 500 signatures- from' students who'have ' *
Preside n t-elect Cott er will speak
member who.has an excellent teaching recojrd said, - 'among the things they take into ac-"
had Reiter for a course, who know him, and
¦
'
t
o
s
t
uden
¦
t s Monday morn in g at 1 1 :00
but does npt have Vpi)^;"(
'
'
but
added
that
it
is
count are degrees,"
'
7
who. have heard him praised by odW students,
In Give n Auditorium. Cotter will speak
For the past 10 years, Colby has subcriteria.
only
one
of
many
'
v.;or.whofeel strongly that degrees-should not
for abou t t en minu t es and t hen field
scribed to_the American Association of Un- .
'
be an' important-roctbr7m granting tenure. '
¦* : Jcnspn called.the tenure system a
questions from the audience. Afterivcrsity Professor 's systemp f-teriuriB. Upon
long, very time-consuming proccsswards th ere will be.a receptio n so that
minutes of the-Dec- j a faculty member's sixth year at- Colby, he ' . a. 'very
¦:$$>/ "Accordihg -tp the
very
I
think
it
thorough,study,
fair.
I
's
the
anyo
ne in t eres t ed in meet in g Cott er can
P/mectingpf
Trustee's Educatipni^ember
or she ^evaluated b y a Departmental Com' will not say the committee doesn't make
:
^silW Pbli^y Committee, when tenure was voted
mittee, who submits a rccbmmendatioii to >
speak with him. Refr eshments will be
.Ion; President Strider questioned the role of
tlie Committee bn Promotipn and Tenure, '•'
served.
A Continued on page three.
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Cotter
To Speak

Ruling On KDR Cap ture
bv Th omas St all
The Student Association passed a
statement on .Academic Dishonesty last
Monday night. The Statement reaffirmed
the colleges policy on dishonesty and recommended these further measures: (1)
The instructor keep a title list of papers
collected and distribute this list to all
members of the department to insure
against "perennials." (2) All blue books
or examination papers should be numbered
or marked. The proposed statement was
passed by acclaimation of the board .
At the.meeting, the Constitutional
changes recommended by the Stu-J
Review Committee were reported to the
B oard. Peter Forman, Review Committee
Chai rman , presented the proposal to the
Board , and took questions from them and
from others in attendance. Also at the
meeting were members of the Stu-J who
voiced their views and concerns regarding
the recommendations. The general
consensus of the Stu-J is that they oppose
many of the changes. One member said the
recommendations show a "General Ignorance" on the part of the committee.
They feel that the recommendations
"would lead to the destruction of the Student Judiciary." The main points that the
Stu-J opposes are the election of one year
members to the Board , the one to one male/
female ratio, and the opening of hearings to
the campus. The Stu-J members at the'
meeting did say that the Board supported
some of the minor recommendations concer
ning a selection process, hearing cases at
the request of a student , the option by
Dean Smith to consult the Board on any
decisions he deems unacceptable before
refering them to"the Appeals Board , and
, the provision of immediate expulsion for
a student who perjures himself before the
board. There will be a meeting next Monday for all-concerned parties to voice their
opinions and to work out a proposal amenable to all. The meeting is open to the public.
Scot Lehigh, Public Information
Chairperson* reported prbgriess was coming
"along with the constitutional changes.
He said that there were less than eight clubs

bv Nick Mencher
The Student Judiciary threw put a .
The Stu-J, in rejecting the charge on
wh o had n't complied with the Board s
;
forms''
that
announced
charge of "assault of a faculty member,"
Februar y 12 , said that "it misrepresents the
request. Lehigh also
situation and is therefore not applicable. In
reduced a second ch ar ge of "violent disrupfor the interdepartmental purchase policy
of
a
class"
dis"disruption
being
and
were
to
the opinion of the board , Mrs. Doel was' ,
tion
of
a
class"
printed
up
been
had
neither physically nor verballyfabused." .
and recommended that four members of
tributed throughout the campus services
The Board found all four students
KDR write a "public letter of apology and
(i.e. Syler's, Bookstore, etc.)
guilty of the lessened charge of "disruption
regret." The recommendations, acce pted
Executive Chairperson Sid Mohel
of a class" and Jacobs and Flerlage g;uilty of
by Dean Smith on February 15, stem from
announced that Colby's new President
hadn't
jan-Plan.
ah incident during
the third charge; "failure to leave a class
wis William Cotter for those who
On J anuary 17, freshman Bruce. Ander
after being requested to do so by the teachheard. He also thanked Mark McAuliffe
er." Manning and Longley were found inson, a pledge involved in KDR'speriod of
for the hard work that he put into his
inititaion
or
"Hell
Week,"
Presidential
was
phys
icall
nocent of the third charge.
the
y
member
of
duties as a
removed from a Jan-Plan class. According
Jacobs and Flerlage are- on social proSearch Committee. McAuliffe was then
to Anderson, he told both the teacher, Lang: bation for the rest of the semester as a re- given a round of applause by all present. .
uag e Pr ofessor Pr iscilla Doel , and fellow fratCultural Life Chairperson Sav Zemsuit of the incident. Manning and Longley
ernity members that he was unprepared for
billas reported that the next project for
r eceived warnin¦g¦ letters from the D ean's
the class. Although the public letter of apolhis committee is the Boston Ballet which
office. • : ' '
ogy claims the "capture" was performed "at
Anderson received a warning lette r
will perform on April 9-12. Tickets will be
his request," Anderson said "We discussed
and has sent a letter to Mrs. Doel at the manon sale soon and there will also be a Master
it, but I wasn't sure they'd try to capture
date pf the Stu-J. The four brothers have
Class for "aspiring ballerinas." Zembillas '
me."
also sent a letter to the teacher.Anderson's
announced that he would be needing help
letter reads, in part, ,"I feel partially responDoel requested that the four brothers,
on the 9th and the 12thloading and unJohn Flerlage, Ned Manning, Charlie Jacobs
sible for the disruption that occured and now
loading. Wage-7will be $3.00/hr. and it
realize that the act was committed with a
will be a 15 hour day. Those interested should and John Longley leave the class. As the ¦
contact Sav at X367. •
students carried Anderson from the room,
total lack of consideration for you and your "
Social Life Chairperson Eric Ertman
a cup of coffee was accidentally spilled.
classroom."
'' ' , '" " ¦
announced that the loan policy will not be
Anderson said he thought that expulAlthough Mrs. Doel originally fil ed
determined by the Stu-A, due to the complex charges pf "assault on a teacher" with the
sion would have b een "too harsh," and that
procedure required to make the equipment
the decisions handed down were "pretty
Student Association! Anderson claims that
available to the majority of. organizations'.
. ,. '::
fair." "No one touched her, she was definitely not
Instead the epirmnttee will handle the loans
touched at any time."
on an individual basis. ;77.v ; ;
. Cpmmittee Chairperson Dwight Darrow
moved t-iat the cbrnniittee members appointed
last September have their terms extended
to May in order to facilitate the chiangirig
of terms of office from jan- Jan to Sept.-May.
by Lisa Ober
- The end of the meeting was occupied
centage of each class will draw into each with the finances of the Stu-A. The Board
Do you like where you live? A
dorm.
There are no all freshmen or all
was not certain as. to the amount .of money
survey recently completed by the Room
senior
dorms. The Room Draw Committee,
remaining in the Stu-A Treasury arid they
Draw Committee reveals that the majority
which
is
made up of student representaexact
were requesting ai^
figure; which Treasof Colby students do enjoy their roorriing
tives
from
each dorm, believes that class
:
urer Cheri Bailey could not give. She gave a
situation.
integration
promotes good'academic and
report of each seperate clubs finance, but
The survey was conducted last sem,
social
interaction.
ester by questionnaires given to both
could not give an exact picture of the
of
residents
upperclassmen,
For
the
r
freshmen and upperclassmen. The Room
fiscal position of the Association as of Monall dorms or frats responded; sixty-three %
Draw
Cpmmittee
wanted
to
determine
if
day. Sid Mohel. announced :at the end of
of the respondents received their first
students support the present quota system
the meeting that there would be a special
choice of housing. Seventy-five % are sator if they want changes. .
meeting tonight at 6:00 pm with the
isfied with their rooming assignment, while
The quota system insures that a pertreasurer's committee and the Stu-A Board.
seventy-nine % feel that dorm life has
been improved at least somewhat by the
integration of classes.
Fifty-eight %,of the upperclassmen
answering the questionnaire feel the quota
is very worthwhile for the future; an
additional thirty % believe the quota is
Born in Detroit, Michigan, Cotter
encourage U. S. business investment in
somewhat useful for future generations of
moved at age 11to Tarrvtowri, New York
less developed countries arid to stimulate
Colby students. A majority of the respondwhen
his
father
was
appointed
director
programs for equal employment opporents believe that co-ed frats and senior
of
industrial
relations
at
General
Motors.
tunities in the American ouslness comdorms shouldn't be instituted, and that
Young
Cotter
graduated
from
Washington
munity. '
interest
group floors shouldn 'tbe exIrving High School.
Colby's president-elect went to the
panded
.
Co-ed floors arc favored by upperAs
ari
uridergraduate
at
Harvard
he
African-American Institute' fro m the Ford
met his future wife, Linda Kester.
classmen. Only nineteen % believe that a
Foundation where, from 1966 to 1970 v
Mrs. Cotter, who was born in New
different quota system should be formu ; '
he had been the Foundation Representative
York City, graduated with honors in 1958
lated.
for Colombia and Venezuela.
from Wellesley College, where.she majored
Freshmen from all dorriis except
In that capacity he recruited and then
work
graduate
in
political
science.
She
did
Averill
answered the questionnaire. Of
worked" with a staff of 10 academic program
in that field at Columbia University and .
these, seventy-five % arc satisfied with
advisors drawn from several different U. S. . . .' . later received her master's degree from .
their housing assignments. Seventy-six %
universities in such fields as economics,
Harvard Graduate School of Education.
of first year students believe academic
The Cottiers haye three children, David, adjustment has been at least somewhat
sociology, agronomy, health and basic
13 years old, Deborah, 11, and Elizabeth , 7.
sciences, engineering, law and languages.
aided by upperclassmen, and eighty-five %
Colby's president-elect is author of
The function of ;the advisors in the
claim that spcial adjustment has been
foundation 's program was to develop uni- , various articles relating to Africa , the
helped by upperclassmen. Seventy % - ;
research
arid
teaching,
other
and
most
recent
being
one
for
which
he
was
coversifies
favor the same distribution of freshmen
author with Ambassador Clyde Ferguson,
planning organizations ^ the twp counand older students on their floors. r '
pubAfrica:
What
is
to
be
done?,"
"South
Like the upperclassmen, a majority
As president of the AfricanrAmerican
lished in Foreign Affairs (January, 1978).
of freshmen are against co-ed frats , senior
Institute (AAI), Cotter has been in charge
Cotter is a member of the Council
dorms, expansion of interest group housing
of an organization with a staff of 90 which ;
Relations,
New
York
City;
the
on
Foreign
and
a different quota system. A majwity ;.
is distributed among the New York headNew
York
State
airid
U.S.
Supreme
Court
support
co-ed floors} and a strong eightyquarters, the Washington office, and 23,
and serves as a trustee and a member
,
Bars*
one
%
favor
a¦ continuation, of the same
African field officesfTlie AAI manages 26
,committee of PACT (Prij - .¦ ¦ '.' . '• ' ,» . • ¦¦a \; ' "SA 'ASA: Saa, Sa .
of
the
executive
quota,
.
separate programs anil has worked cxten-;,' ,, . vate Agencies CooperateingTogether, Inc.);
All inrail ,' the survey reveals Colby:
sively in the fidd of African univeflky
board of trustees of
He
is
chairman
bf
the
students
are pleased with the roorriing development and African-American univer- '
the Public Library of Oyster Bay, N. Y.
situation
and housing quota as it presently
sity exchange programs for many years.
The family lives in Oyster Buy Cove.
stands. The quota system willVproba bly be •
used for the fourth tlrrie next year. , ;
. f tmwitdin lt77i the ECHO k published weekly, except during vacationsand .'.
Associate
Dean of Students Janice I; 7
-.
o(
A
exutt-Mtioft periodi,by the students Colby CoDcfe. AD corwpondenceshould be .
Seitzingcr says the quota systeihi "seems,
tMtemitoEditor, Colby ICHO,ColbyColiefB,WtterviUe, M»lne,04901. The ECHO
' pf o\A,,
a good system; and tlie studentn arelhappy
is tepNMatcd by dp Cotltfe AdhrtttkiifSctvice and the National Educational:titi
for
with it. The survey bears that out, and the
ingScivke, ^; udooil tdwit^iv
quota is worthwhile for the future,",V ;<
0490l.9 *butip6omut w$MiltuU30pet
yw.
¦¦
:,
¦
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Housing Suits Students

Cotter: A Varied Past

The immediate years that followed
his graduation from Harvard Law School in
!
196i included a wide variety of experiences
*
and responsibilities.
In 1961-62 he was law clerk to U. S.
Federal Judge Lloyd McMahon in the
Southern District of New York; The next
year he was named an M. I. T. Fellow in
Africa where he was assistant attorney general of Northern Nigeria. With his return
to the States he was appointed visiting research fellow at M. I. T.
Cotter was associated with the New
York law firm of Cahil, Gordon , Sonnett,
Reindel & Ohi in 1964 and 1965.
As a White House Fellow in 1965-66,
he was a special assistant to the Secretary
of Commerce, John T. Connor. During
this period his major assignments were to
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^Night Crawlers9'Stalk Gaiiipns
by Sue Er b
Anyone who spends the wee hours of
the night reacting alone in their dorm lounge
has probably felt uneasy when a strange looking person wanders through. Perhaps someone
forgot to lock the doors, a nervous insom- .
niac might wonder. 7 '. ' ,
Late one night last spring I stumbled
into the bathroom to get a drink of water,
and was greeted by a very drunk 40-year-old
man. ''Is this the Holiday Inn?" he asked.
This January, a friend of mine was
alone on her floor and was visited by a tall,
creepy-looking,."Geoffrey Holder" type.
All he wanted was change for a quarter, but
her heart was doing double time.
Steps are now being taken to alleviate
situations like these. If you live in th e New
Dorms or the Quad you may have seen a
dark-haired, mustached man of average height.
He is seen strolling on this side of campus
between midnight and five in the morning.
Don't be startled, it's Spinner O'Flaherty,
one of the new Student Marshalls working
for security;
"We're not police," Spinner says.

$ R eiter

mistakes, b ut in my j udgment I do not believe they have made any up to this point."
Jenson said the Coriimittee on Promotions and Tenure examines quality of •
teaching, including classroom work and
general interest in student performance
and activities, evidence of scholarship, and
contribution to.the college. "The committees go over the data with a fine tooth comb
After considerable debate, they reach a conclusion."
. Student Activities Director Pat Chasse
said the Board of Trustees has two major
considerations in determining tenure: possession of a Ph.D. and publications. He
said that in view of the fact th'atfall professors can't be granted tenure, a Ph.D.
"may be a convenient cut-off point, but .
it doesn't imply inherent wisdom."
Students have a limited input in the
tenure process. Student evaluations are
considered by the committees, and professors under consideration for tenure may
ask students to write recommendations.. ,
Student members to the Trustee's EPC,
however, are not allowed to attend the
December meetings when tenure is discussed. According to Jenson, they are barred
because "there's been a lpng standing tradition .that neither the studerit nor faculty
members are allowed to attend the meetings. We feel judgments should be made
by professionals, the trustees." He added
that students do not serve on
or either the •
Departfn^ntal Committees the Committee on Promotion and Tenure, and
therefore should not jump in at the last
stage of the process.
The A^UP tenure process, which
'
Colby follows, claims to promote arid protect academic freedom. The system originated in the 1940's and spread rapidly
during the 1950's-the blackballing era pt
Senator Joe McCarthy.
._.; ,
"It's a very understanclabie. systemI subscribe to it," Strider said. ''I'm particularly concerned about the issue of academic freedom.'' He said tenure enables
professors to back controversial causes '
without fear of losing their jobs.
Questions involving the tenure system have been raised, however. Once a '
professor j is granted tenure, it is very dif-.
ticult to remove it. He or she nivist be \
proved cither incompetent or insane. No
provisions are made for professors who
lose interest or do not meet up to current
standards. Chris Nfoonan said,, ,V lf¦ you're
hired for life, you can lose incentive." , ;h(
Noohar
i added that wemiss the advantages of 'having a steady flow of new
professors (ah jCStlmated 60-70% of Cpjby 's
faculty is tenured), "There's so many 'new

Primarily our duties are to check for fire
hazards and make sure that the doors are
locked . The campus is split into two parts
My 'beat' is the New Dorms, the Quad and
the f raternities. I'm not a security officer;
if I run into a suspicious character or situation,'!contact the security officer immediately and he takes care of it. The most I can
do is demand someone 's I.D. to make sure
they are a Colby student."
Resides checking for locked doors and
fire hazards in the hallways, Spinner is responsible for logging broken windows and
other repairs. "One night someone asked me
if there was any way of getting a tree limb '
out of the hallway-I logged it and B&G took
care of it the next day. "
"We aren't Rats!" Spinner.was quick
to point out. Student Marshalls are more
of an extension of the students than B&G.or
the Dean's office. The Student MarshalTs
represent a means for students to ensure
their own safety and protection of property.
Dean Smith is optimistic about the
Student Marshall program, and said, "I have
strongly supported the idea for a long time
—students can do the j ob in this area betpeople on the market now that we never
get a chance to hear."
He suggested a system whereby shortterm contracts could be offered in addition
to the tenure process. "Reiter didn't get
tenure, arid now it 's mandatory that he
has to leave. Why couldn't he be offered
a four to five year contract?"
Pat Chasse also supports a contract
system. "The only solution I see at Colby
is to withdraw the tenure system. With no
system at all, there's no security, but I
think a way of working that out would be
to go to contracts of five to ten years. That
would keep people on their toes."
Both Strider and Jenson feel the
tenure system is superior tp the contract
system. "In a period of six years, a college
can make up its mind if a professor should;
get tenure," Strider said;
Jenson termed the contract process
a "tenure system in disguise. My own view
is that after six years you know the person well enough, and to tantalize them
with contracts does not seem consistent."
. Other colleges have successfully a- .
dopted programs to replace tenure. Dominican, College in San Rafael, California,
recently instituted a system of periodic
review and extended appointment. Reviews
are conducted by a committee composed
of two administrators, three faculty members, and two students. Under their system, faculty members are periodically evaluated for promotion, re-appointment ,
and formal recognition of achievements.
Hampshire College in Amherst, Mass achusetts, initiall y appoints faculty for .
four years, and offers renewal contracts
of five or seven years. A committee consisting of five faculty members, and two
students spends January reviewing recommendations from Hampshire's four
schools. The college community is given
the opportunity to add a statement to the
candidate 's personal file.

Financial Aid Bulletin
For all financial aid and non-aid stu-

den t s, there will be a meeting with

Gary Weaver on Tuesday afternoon
at 3:00 in the Hurd Room; second
floor Rober ts; to explain the school's
financial aid policies and procedures.
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ter than anybody else.. Smith also stressed,
that the marshalls' primaryjob is routine \
safety checks of their beat. "We don't want
them' in confrontation situations, they can
call Security to take care of that."
.Both Smith and Vice President Pullen
see the;Student Marshall program as an opportunity to increase student employment.
"We've been talking about it for two or three
years," Pullen says, "Other institutions have
been doing it. We had the program in mind
when we hired
¦Jeff Gordon-tins is a pilot
project:" .'' ' ¦ ¦ ¦'
Gordon has "set up the program, and .
is currendy training people for the job.'Tve'
gpt three men, but I'd like to hire 12 people
for the pilot project , including women ,but
I haven't had any women apply yet," Gordon
said.
Gordon added,that hie will be happy
to answer any questions at his office at B&G.
Spinner said of the program, "There
are early morning and late night shifts—I
wanted the midnight to-five shift." When
asked if he had any 8:30 classes, Spinner
said with a grin; "No way, only afternoon
classes."
:' .
So if you ve ever had a desire for com
munity service, if cops and robbers was
your favorite childhood game and you're
not afraid of the dark-here's the campus
job for you.

Crossword on page thirteen

Bug ..
Bites
Colby
by Frank Har ding"

Although springtime and warmer
weather are not so far away, the effects
of winter are still quite apparent ; icy sidewalks continue to pose a threat to one's
general safety, it seems the snow is never
going to melt and cold weather illnesses
abound. Along with the expected colds and
sore throats, winter has also brought some
not so common diseases to Colby.
According to Dr. Dore of the campus
infirrhery, a type A influenza , which he
believes to be Brazilian, is making the rounds
among- Colby Students. Symptoms of the
disease include chills, nausea and temperatures reaching 104 degrees. Blood samples
taken from students afflicted with the flu
have been sent tp the Center for Disease
Control in Atlanta, Georgia, where tests
will be conducted to determine the subtype of the flu. Dore says the results, ,
which are expected in two weeks,
"really don't matter as far as treatment is
concerned" but will confirm or deny his
diagnosis of the flu as Brazilian.
The other unusual illness now prevalent on campus is the result of an as yet
unidentified virus. Causing intense nausea,
vomiting and diarrhea, the virus' effects
last for only a day compared with the four
or five days of the flu. He put it,"the patients
are much sicker this year."
Tips one can follow to avoid getting
sick are mosdy common sense; don't
share things such as glasses and towels
as they can spread germs, cut down on
socializing, drink plenty of non-alcoholic
fluids, get enough rest and, of course,
pray for spring.

A Ma rria ge In Boston
by L. R. Chambers
birtheir charge to another and wondering
While the trustees met inside the
what the future holds for them and their
closed doors of the Fenway Howard .
progeny.
Johnson's in Boston, a short mustachioed
Everyone was smiling and talking, as
man "paced back and forth and chainsmoked
people
dp at a wedding, and like an ors
riext
president?
in the hall. Was this Colby'
dinary
reception
, there were those who
be
man
would
that/this
unlikely
It seemed
spent their time scarfing down as many of
chosen for such an honor. He wore a threethe refreshments as possible before the
piece polyester suit and had long sideburns.
affair ended. Over in the corner of the
He waddled when he walked and was overroom a professor was up to his ears in
weight. There were stains under the arms
little pastries filled with imitation creme. .
of his green and yellow checked jacket.
His plane was leaving soon and there was
Then he disappeared into the eleno time to waste. When one of his fellow
vator. A few minutes later he was back.
president-hunters approached the table and
This time he carried a tray loaded with ,
deftly
nabbed one of the cakes, the prof
small cakes and spoke, in some foreign
whispered,
. '
language to two waiters who carried plat4 'They say they're leaving for the
sandwiches.
ters of little
plane, but I know Mrs..Zukowski is in the
. A few minutes later, two trustees
ladies' room."
left the meeting and took the elevator up"Let's put on the old feed-bag," was
stairs. When they returned , Cotter and his
his friend's response.
wife were with them. Cotter wore a digThe two gentlemen tried , but were
nified black suit and neither chain-smoked
unable to accomplish anything serious in
nor had half-moons beneath his arms. It
the way of free food scarfing. One felt at
was obvious then who the candidate was;
the reception that the food provided was
and it seemed ridiculus to have considered
completely out of line with the seriousness
for even a mpment that the trustees would
of the occasion. After dropping 14 grand
have picked a man with a polyester suit
to find Cotter, they could have spent a
and sideburns, not to mention imitation
few more giving him a good meal. Any
white Flo_sh'cim shoes, tp be the helmsman
father who supplied a horde of marriage
in charge of steering Colby through the 7
, .
guests with a few pastries and a half-dozen
flotsam and j etsam of its future. ,,,
(Then the great double doors of imi- ,
cheese sandwiches would be laughed all
tation wood parted and standing against 7
the way to the bank. Roast beefs, giant
the back wall were^he Cotters and the
sugar glazed hams, delicate snails in garStridors. All t)ie trustees, faculty and stulic;sauce, these are on the right track, They
would be served up bv smiling lunchroom
dents at the meeting formed a large line
ladies
with huge ladles. .
and slowly worked their way towards the
Before the party left for their plane
group where handshaking* backslapping
ride back to Waterville; the hungry proandttfew kisses .were planted. It looked
fessor discreetly wrapped a few cremepuffs
like aiweddlrig and ina way it ' Was.'Will;
in a napkin and put them in his pocket,
you;take .his College to'.betyobrlawfiilly
Later, after he ate them on the plane, he. .
assumed responsibility? There weren't any
would regret his pilferage.
tears ivisiblc, but the Stridors seemed a
little like the parents at a wedding.-Passing

- compiled by Jim Thrall

Soviets
Accuse
¦" .
. TJ.'S
The Soviet Umon Army newspaper
Red Star accused the United States Sunday of encouraging the Chinese invasion
of Vietnam, while the Soviet Communist
Party organ, Pravda , claimed Treasury Secretary W. Michael Blumentahl's current
visit to China constitutes just such an encouragement.
The Soviets say that by linking in
official statements the Chinese invasion
with the earlier attack by Vietnam on Cam
bodia, the United States is "striving to justify" the invasion of Vietnam as a retaliation for the earlier Vietnamese attack on
Cambodia.
Blumenthal's visit "in spite of the
fact that China is waging an aggressive
war, trampling underfoot the standards
of international law,.to say nothing of
human rights," underscores the support
the United States is giving China, the Soviets claim.
The Carter administration, meanwhile, continues to say it deplores.both
invasions, and there were reports that both
Carter and British "Prime .Minister James
Callaghan have begun to apply new pressure on China to end the war.
London s Observer newspaper said
Sunday that after a call from Carter, Callaghan ordered a slowdown in negotiations
for the sale of as many as seventy British
Harrier jump-jet fighter bombers to the
Chinese. The newspaper said the British
government would continue the sale talks,
but would suspend any final decision,
pending the outcome of the ChineseVietnamese conflict .

Blumenthal, in China for trade talks,
to formally open the American Embassy
and to express President Carter 's concern
about the war, reportedly-told the Chinese
they are risking a wider warand are losing
support worldwide.
The Chinese had defended th6 invasion during a banquet held in Bluitrienthal's honor.

conspiracy to sell amphetaminesand cocaine, Crook said.
Purcell faces federal charges that
will include possession with intent to distribute amphetamines, Crook said. Approximately 500 amphetamines, nicknamed "Black Beauties," were found in .
his possession when he was arrested at 9 p.m.
I Saturday, Crook said.
. The bust was^the result of combined
efforts by the Waterville and Winslow Police Departments, the State Division of
Special Investigation, and the Federal
Drug Enforcement Administration.

Dru g Bust In
Waterville
K

Three people had been arrested in
Portland and in the Waterville area b y
late Sunday night, while more arrests were
pending in a drug bust which Kennebec
County District Attorney said would have
"state-wide implications."
Erwih Allen Chadwick, 27, of Burnham, Me. and Hialeah, Fla., and Jane Libby
Stevens, 29, of Waterville, Me. and Miami,
Fla., were arrested in the Waterville area
at about 2 p.m. Sunday. They have been
connected with a Peter (Terry) Purcell,.31,
of Hialeah, Fla., who was arrested Saturday night by Federal Drug Enforcement
Administration officers as he was boarding
a plane in Portlancl International jetport
bound for Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Crook
said.
" Nearly $10,000 worth of cocaine
and amphetamines were seized in the arrests, Crook said, while $41,000 in cash
was found in Purceil's possession.
Chadwick and Ms. Stevens have been
charged by the state with possession of
cocaine, possession of amphetamines, _
trafficking in cocaine, and trafficking in
amphetamines, and may face a charge of

Imp ressions Of Russia
py Philippa Kirby
Most Americans view the U. S. S. R.
yrith a mixture of suspicion and distrust
which is founded in fear of Communism and
fear of the unknown. One Colby student, ' ..
Anne Ludeman, had the opportunity to go
to
^o Russia during January study Russian
culture, and she ca me away having revis ed _
many of her previous conceptions of Russian life.
Ludeman wenffrom New York with
the Citizen. Exchange Corps., a group aimed
to suppor t the exchange of b ooks and recor ds
between Americans and Soviets, The group
was made up mainl y of New Englanders,
half of whom wer e professional peop le.
The two week trip visited four cities: Moscow , Riga, Psko v , and Leningrad. In each
city, the group was assigned an Intourist
guide. One thing which struck Ludeman at
once was that "the Soviet dtizens. vmercver
we wen t , were very happy to meet us."
Ludeman is very supportive of the
Russian p eo ple , almost defensive of them.

'O"*"""""""'""'

It is clear, when she talks about what she
observed, that she has a large amount of
admiration for . them and for the simplicity
of their lifestyle. No real comparison can
be made between the American standard
of living and the Russian, because they are
so dissimilar. What can be said , however , is
that in comparison withwhat their grapdfathers had , the current generation of Rus¦ ¦
sians is wealthy. „
.
The' people themselves, Ludeman
asserts, are extremely warm;"If you were
inter es ted in t alkin g to them , they were interested in talking to you...They were very
hospitable." This theme comes up again and
again when she talks about her experiences.
She found that the people are hesitant to
speak very openly be cause of an acu t e aware
nessof the authorities, but she observed,
"Americans don't tell you things because
they don't trust you; Soviets are reticent
through fear of the government." At the
same time, she understands their timidity,
and has found that the way to get around
this is to approach each individual, o p enly
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Priest Conned
A Roman Catholic priest wno announced early this year he would loan
money to people if they promised to return it to him with a profit , admitted Friday that he was conned by some of those
who took him up on his offer , but added ,
"You shouldn't stop helping people, even
if you 're going to be conned."
The Rev. Edmund Nadolny bf Hartr
ford , Conn, got national-publicity when
he announced the loan scheme which was
intended to,raise money for the operation
of the Office of Radio and Television of
the Archdiocese of Hartford , which NadA
olny heads.
He first planned to use $15,000 in . .
church money for the prograrn,' but got
so many requests he decided to take out
a personal loan for $20,000 and use that
money as well.
March 11 is the deadline he set for
the return of the profits, although some
people have already returned their borrowed money.
So far , $900 has grown into $ 1,494
and compassionatel y.
Of the four cities that the group went
to, Ludeman enjoyed the visit to Pskov more
thari any other. Only one other tourist
group of forei gners had ever been to Pskov,
so that , while the inhabitants of Moscow and
and Leningrad have becorne somewhat
bored by the curiosity of endless foreigners,
the natives of Pskov were genuinely delighted to see a group of Americans. •
Ludeman says that they were.all
overwhelmed with the warmth of their reception; they were given gif t s , the key to
the city, and the people were all amazingly
,
willing to tell the history of their town.
Ludeman describes on unusual night in
particular when she and others walked all
around die town with a young man frorii J; .
Pskov whorii they barely knew, He 'was
very, very eager to show them his city, and
to talk endlessl y about it and himself.
Ludeman says that at the end of the night,
he gave them all more gif ts and badges ,
having been onl y too pleased to show off
his dtyto them Says Ludeman, "The
people of Pskov were the most friendly, the
mpst willing tp talk about their past and
their city...They were the most Russian."
On a purely day to day level, the
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for the church.
"I won 't get all the money back exactly on time. I know I got conned. I don't
know how many conned me," the priest
said. He also said, though, that he didn't
mind if he was conned , even if it takes :
him years to repay the money out of his
- . - . .._ • .
own pocket.
"I wanted to give people trust, to
help themselves and help us," he said.
Nadolny said three types of people '"
asked for money: those who had creative
ideas to turn a profit for the church ; those
who were in desperate need;arid those
who were trying to pull a fast one.
The more creative projects included
one person who borrowed $18 to buy
Irish wool, using it to make a sweater which
she'sold for $54, and another person who
took $1, put on a dance, and sent Nadolny
$400.

Last
Total
Eclipse
The last total eclipse visible in North
America until the year 2017 drew thousands of "eclipse-chasers " to the Pacific
Northwest Monday in hopes of glimpsing
the event.
The 175-mile moon shadow took
about 1V. hours to fall across the continent, beginning shortly after 8 a.m. PST
near Portland , Washington, and dissolving
over Greenland.
In Maine, only a partial eclipse of
about 65 percent of the sun's surface was
expected. JBeginning shortly after 11 a.m.
EST the eclipse was expected to reach its
maximum at about 12:20 p.m. and end
at 1:40 p.m.
Cloudy weather throughout the
country hampered most viewing, however.
Russian lives a life that is totally different
from anything that an American might experience. For example, very few Russians
own cars; thus; they have an excellent public transportation system. Perhaps the best
example of this is the Moscow underground,
with its beautiful sculptures, tiles, pillars,
and spotless cleanliness. In addition to this,
the trains come every two minutes, which
seems totally amazing to those of us .who,
are used to its western counterpart.
The people Of Ryssia have very few
of the <xinsnirnergoods that wetake for.
granted. Whatever they want to buy "mus t
be purchased either after a very long wait
in line, or through black market channels.
Ludeman said that, in trying to'experience
mariy of the things that a Russian would
have to go .throug h , she s t ood in line for
milk.outside a milk store as women in Russia must do everydaj^ Says LudemaiV'They
don 't have excesses-it's just that Americans
have so much...Everi the rich live more simply than we do."
Ludeman came away with a number ;
ticularly sttong impressions , "Seeing" < ¦.,'
of par
it for myself dispelled a lot of American s t ereo types , but at the same t ime , having ' •
been there ,.I'm more appreciative of Am-' x
erica...Evetything in the Soviet Unipn-is
¦
¦
:
different.'*' . ' '. .- < :' '• • ' ' • - ::¦' A-,, '¦¦:.¦ "•; ¦A ' - .A^ ¦.
It is difficult to gain a very accurate
impression of a culture in just two weeks,
but it is obvious that Ludeman crammed as
much as possible into her brief visit. A
lifes ty le that appears so fascinating and unusual to the outsider, but that also has sb: v
many problems , cannot help-but make an
observer more aware of his own society; And¦
to an American)the Sbviet Union is ppssi- >' '
"
blythe n^intnj^rig «)d^'in the w(Mcl., ' "
'
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Episode Two:Last Druiik^ First Class
by Alfonso C. Smith
Waking up; on my side I rolled over
onto my back. As the insides of my brain
started catching up with rny spinning head,
I found out that my top was at the bottom
of the bed and that my bottom was at the
top. The sheets were twisted one and one- half times counter clockwise, while rny
blanket-was bunched up under and over
my rig;ht leg (which was crossed over my ¦
-;_ • - .
left and bent at the ankle).
When my head finally stopped spinning I noticed that I was restingon my
laundry bag and ;not a pillow. This ticked
me off Slightly so I grabbed the bag with
my left hand (the right one being pinned underneath my back) and tried to.fling it
across the room. Considering that I had
just then decided which way was up, I'thamazed that I threw it as far as I did. It
slammed into my stereo and sent a Bee
Gees album flying. Two half-full "glasses
were also sent flying, one into a wall and
the other.into a roommate. Both glasses
broke and the pieces glinted in the bright
sunlight (of course I had forgotten to;draw
the blinds the night before).
: Hondo , my roommate, kicked the
glass off of his bedspread arid called me
some poignant names. I would have returned them in force but I did not have
the time, for i was trying to get up. I had
my first class of the year at 8 a.m.
Believe it or not, I got out of my
dorm and walked to Lovejoy. The bright
sun and that .ever-fresh morning air almost
stopped me, but there was.a.fire in my
heart (and stomach) that urged me on
toward .Introductory Philosophy. The
classroom was on the third floor arid \
turned out to .be a small seminar-type
set up. I walked past a tall and strange ' .
looking girl in tight .designer jeans who, was ,
leaning against the classroom's door frame. -./-;

UM KA'
Coihy

Her hair was shoulder length but incredibly
curly, arid she wore small rounded glasses.
She was either a phUosopher or just a philosophy groupie. As it turned oiit, she was
the teacher. •
~
.- .. . - . - I grabbed a seat in the rear of the : . ..
classand opened my spiral notebook. I
headed the page PHIL 9-13. The teacher
spoke; "Welcome.tp niy Introduction id ,
Western Philosophy class. My name is.
Lydua-Krauskopf and I hope ybu willall
gain something from this experience." Ms.
Krauskbpf went on to discuss what the
goals and directions of philosophy are as
well as why all of us students should always keep our minds aware, alive, and
thinking.I'd explain more of her talk but
7
I fell asleep and missed everything else save
the homework assignment.
Later that day, back at the dorm, I
found my room door locked. Chic seeped
from under the door to fill the lobby with
psuedo-French lyrics and computer tape
rhythm. I hate Chic. I won't dress it, act it,
and I refuse to listen to it. Hondo knew
this fact, so I could tell that he was mad at
me, chances are because of that broken
glass incident earlier in the day. I mosied
on over to a bench and sat down. What
was I to do? How does one make up for
breaking glass all over the place and then
not waiting around to clean it up? The
more that I thoughrabout it, the more I.
realized that at times I could be really unfeeling. This was a situation where I would
have to admit my injustice and apologize
to the dude himself. I-hate being in the
wrong.. .

on the lines, some weren't. Some made
sense, most didn 't. I could pinpoint the
timeswhen I fell asleep for when I dozed
the sentence I was writing it the time
dipped off of the line and decayed into
scribble. What I could clearly read was
the assignment for next class — a short
paper on "the meaning of the word right."
Now that assignment stunk. It was not
clear at all. Which definition did she want?
My right as opposed to my-left, to right a
wrong situation .-something which was
right to do? One thing is for sure: a good
and ambiguous assignment warrants a
really good and ambiguous paper.
After wrapping some typewriter
paper around the typewriter roller I went
over to the stereo and put on Les McCann
playing "Compared to What?" I could tell
that the paper was going to turn out just
fine.

Feeling all meek and groveling-like
I got up and slowly walked back to my
door. But before I could open it Hondo
strutted out with a girl on his arm. Not a
normal girl but one of those girls who
look immaculately perfect all the time and
never smile.While she ignored me Hondo

AMeiter
Mousetrap
byBruce D. Brown

There is some discussion over what
Ralph Waldo Emerson actually said about
mousetraps*
The common phrase ...."Build a bet-,
ter mouset rap and t he world .will beat a path
toybur door."
But Harriett's Familiar Quotations
says in a foot not e t hat it, was, "If a man
can write a bett er book; preach a better
sermon , or make a better mousetrap than

said, Hey Alf, my babe and I want to
talk tonight so could you like camp out
somewhere?".1 said "fine" even though,
it wasn't and Hondo gave me a playful
slap and walked away. The girl never spoke
and her hair never moved out of place.
•:'¦:• With Hondo gone I knew that I
could have the roorn to myself. This
thought sounded pretty good because
there are a lot of things I like to do that
Hondo doesn't. So I pranced into the room,
threw my coat on the floor , and sat down
at my desk (with the broken glass piled up
in one corner). ,
Two deep sighs and ten seconds
later I realized that I couldn't think of anything that I wanted to dp. Out came the
philosophy notes. Is it possible to take
notes while asleep? It must be, for my
notebook was a good page and a half
full of scribbled notes. Some words were

Page F ive

his neighbor , though he builds his house

in th e woods, the world will make a beaten

path to his door."
• . . .. - . Either way, the phrase leaps to mind
while perusing a copy of the International "
Invention Register, a publicat ion about
new patents and products.
Will the world really beat a path to
the home of a man in Alladena, California ,
who has developed an air-conditioned hat?

PV JeUarHAH^.EA&WN

The invention is described as "a hat
or cap having an outer crown structure
containing a numbeir_ of spaced apertures,..
shielding the user's head.from the sun's
rays, while at the same time allowing for
free circulation of the air into the interior.^
¦
and the .user's head..."
. ' . '
And a man in Daytona Beach , Florida^
has invented a self-cleaning hair brush,
"consisting of a main body with a movable back to which bristles are attached. The
movable back allows. ; . withdrawal of
bristles from main bod y, for easy cleaning.
Possible f or u se on men , women , cats, dogs,
etc."
Parents and neighb ors may beat a
path to the home of a St. Paul, Minn., man
regarding his invent ion , but it may not be
to his benefit.
He has designed a sound-producing
attachment for bicycles, "a megaphoneshaped attachment for bicycles... to produce a noise simulating an internal com-

bustion engirie."
A prostpective millionaire in North
Vancouver, B.C., awaits the rush of xrmpkind
that he expects to buy, his cigarette extinguisher. The device is "a tube adapted to receive the cigarette, lighted end first. It has a
v-shaped
end from
notched
which the lieht¦ •-¦
- -- ¦
P m*
' r /
— '
ed portion fo the, cigarette projects. Moving
rollers proceed over the v-shaped tube's end
squeezing and extinguishing the cigarette."
Golfers may tind it hard to resist the
offering of a San Antonio, Texas, man who
has invented a golf ball warming oven.
It fits over the manifold of a gas
powered golf cart , and has coils for use
with electric powered carts. Golfers who
walk are apparently out of luck.
The world is d efini t ely rea dy for
the pushbutton spindle release for toilet
paper d ispensers , developed by an Oceansid e, California , man.
Bu t nowh ere in t h e publication is
there any mention of a better mousetrap.

m Eventhebest
can get better !
I
I

Watch for the most dynamic
fun room , with fun people
and fun music corning to
Wate rville soon.
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Sports On The Hill

Goulet Unabl e To Brin g
Colb y A Winner;
What Next ?
v.

by Sam Weiser

As the winter sports season comes to a close, it is interesting to see what has
transp ired in the first two-thirds of the sports year.
Everyone is aware of the soccer team 's champ ionshi p and the pitfalls of another
frustrating football campai gn. The fall presented a promising outlook for the rest of the . \
year.
;•
A young, scrappy basketball team turned a rebuilding year into a very successfu
season. They battled in every game and fought right down to the wire for a playoff spot.
The major flaw , in an otherwise outstanding -year , has been the performance
of the men's ice hockey team. It has been a season of inconsistencies with flashes of brilliance and periods where the Mules were totall y outmanned and;outp layed .
The perp lexing pa rt, pf this problem is determining who is at fault.
J ack Kelley came to Colby three years ago with the sole intention of building
the Mules into a Division II powerhouse. He recruited a large supp ly of talent and appeared
to be molding a potential champ ionship team. In his first year , Kelley led the Mules to
eight victories , five more than the pr evious season. Unfortunatel y for Colby , Kelley returned to professional coaching after one campaign.
The search , was on for a successor who could build upon Kelley's foundation.
Mickey Goulet came put as the selected candidate , and he promised to make the team a .
winner.
,
Goulet , to this point , has failed to produce the winner Colby needs. Last year 's
team finished under ?.500 with only nine wins. This year 's team will suffer the same distinction of being under .500 and winning ten (possibly eleven) games this season.
I understand that two years is not enoug h time to shape a champion. However.
Goulet did walk in with a large supp ly of talent and no true improvement in the record is
apparent. At a rate of one or two more victorie s a season, the long-sought champ ionship
is still about five years away.
'
The problem does not appear to be with the players. There are times when
players seem to play beyond their capabilities. The problem must be with the coach.
The coach' s mairi responsibility is to prepare his team for action. When the
team fails, so does the coach. The coach has to be a leader and a unifier. Improvement is
impossible when a coach lacks these qualities.
. '" . .. Dissension is widespread "among team members. Problems are obvious. I have
spoken to players and they have aired their complaints. When asked to speak on the record
though , no player wished to,be quot ed. Why are the players unwilling to speak? The.coach is supposed to relate tp his
players and the players should relate to the coach ; It appears that Goulet fails to have a
good rapport with his players , and team
members are worried about backlash due to their
. : -¦. ¦¦ '¦> • ¦ ; . - ¦
complaints. '
Players seem to be arbitraril y dressed for one game , and then in the next game
(regardless of their performance) th ey are not even in uniform. I real ize that this is coaching privilege, but the ab use of this privilege can lead to distrust and djssention ampng the
•
- .. - . .
'players.
No coach is personall y responsible to me and my accusations or any other
member of the student body. However , he is responsible for his record and the teajh 's performa nce on the ice. Neither has been outstanding.
The Mules have had a dismal season at home in Alfond Arena and these home
contests are the basis for much ofmy argument.. If Colby 's oppositi on is improving faster ,
can't that be reversed to say Colby is remaining static while their competitors bolster their¦
' -,• . . ; ,- .- ; .'.- ¦ -.V" -.'^ " "- ¦ - '- ¦ V'"' • -- '¦" .
--A: .
. •: ' ,
squads? . .
AaA V' .'
.' :".
.*
Student support is falling and it is certain to drop off further next season if
• .. the situation is not changed .
<
Mayb e what Colby needs is ayoung dynamic coach who is willing to come in
and gain the respect and confidence of the team. It might be the time to bring in some
new blood to revive the hockey program , If change doesn 't come soon, it may be too late
to rectify the situation when a change is made.
When the Mules travel to Orono on a Wednesday night arid beat the number
one ranked team 8-6 and then lose to Babson on a Saturday night , the finger must be
pointed at the coach . Motivation cminates from the seat of power , in this case the coach .'
I am riot trying to take anything away from coach Goulet as an individu al.
concerns
me is the deterioratin g team attitude and the unimpressive record.
Wha t
At a small institution it is hard to emp h asiz e winnin g, but th e hockey situation
is different. The potential is there. Should Goulet return for A third season yrithout cleaning up his act, the team dissension is bound to be fostered . Colby can 't allow the coaching
to destroy a strong foundation.
,
. • ,;
v
Many changes are occurring at Colby. We have a new president anid new football coach. Maybe it is time to think about a change in our hockey program.
. ¦HMMMH«HMPM -«MHM _-----M_M---MIMaMM

. The views expressed above are solely those of the sports editor and dp not
A '
reflect those of tbe ECHO and tbe staff. Any responses to this comment ¦shoul d be made
/ >
in the form of a "Letter to theiSperts Editor " at the ECHO office, v > <, ¦:>

Sophomore fo rward Greg Pomeroy has been a big asset for the Mules this season
Here he leaps over Boston State defenders to take his shot. '
-

Two Roa d Losses Keeps
Colby Out Of Playoff s
b y Sam Weiser
Tqe Colby Mules rebounded from
two losses on the road with two victories
at home this weekend to bring their record
to 15-8 for the season.
The losses to S,E. Massachu setts and
Tufts proved to be cri ppling defeats as they
removed the Mules fro m playoff conten'
tion.
Colby was even w ith SMU at 75-7 5
midway through the second half when
the Corsairs jumped out in fron t to stay
and held on 104-92.
Mike McGee led the Mules with 32
points and 12 rebounds. SMO jumped out
in front earl y and sta'yed there throughout the first half. Colby 's offense kept
¦
th em in the game in the half , with
th e
¦
Mules trailling only 57-50. :: - , - ,- '" ;3i "'-i : A ':
7 McGee had a lot pf offensive support from Dave Harvey with 19 points and
Pau l Bclanger with 14. The Mules offense ;
gave them a one point lead earl y in the
second half but they were Unable (tb . maintain the momentum.
;- ',, The next ni ght against Tufts the . A
Mules were beaten 96-85. McGee !again
; {
ledjMul e scorers with 26 points ,
£: Tufts won the game from the foul
line as both teams shot well from the floor.
Colb y" hit 5496. while Tufts hit 55%.
*-^

Harvey had 17 points while Bclanger added 12 and Greg Pomeroy, 10.
Saturday * Colb y got back on the
wirining track with a blowout of Bowdoin , ,
108-94. The victory clinched Colby 's CBB
champ ionship. Colby had led by as many
as 26 points when coach Dick Whitmore
emptied his bench , showcasing Some o f
Colb y 's future talent. - (
McGee again was high scorer with
28 points. His perfor mance established
him as the leading sophomore collegiate
scorer in Maine histor y with 114 points.
Scoring support came from Belan- :
ger with 18 points , and
Harvey and Zlto
with 16 each ;; ' . ¦'"¦ ' ¦ •, '
7 ' '' "
In their last home game of the season, the Mules easil y handled St. Franci s
97-82. A tight defense kept the opponent
at bay for most of the game.
McG ee had 30 points with Harvey
and Pomeroy scoring 14 each . The Mules
led.throu ghout the contest arid with an < '
18 point lead at 7:54 remaining in the ,7 ;
game, Whit more again cleaned the bench.
Alth ough the Mules failed to make
,
the playoffs , it was still'an'outstandin g -; '
year , In what , was expected to be a re« i
building year , Colby proved thit they are
develo ping a strong contender for next
1
; •. '' - :•> ¦ ; '<> V- ' ' - - 1 - 1
season.

'^¦• .Vi V.r '^A ^
^ J : ^^ :: ^
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Mules Sp lit'AtHome;Bow To Bowdoin

Grady doing most of the heavy hitting.

Joe Faulstich played incredibly well,
winning compliments from even the Bowdoin
fans. Kennedy, Bold uc ,and MeGrath did
a great job defensively covering the fleet
Bowdoin forwards.
If only Mark Ciarallo's post ringer had
been an inch to the left , there would be a
\
different story.
Two games preceded the Bowddin
clash last week. Colby was in a double must
win situation, but they only salvaged a two
game, split.
Friday night against Hamiliton, the
Mules came out skating well. The first period
was played conservatively by both teams as
the score reflected ; neither team scored.
In the second period, the Mules appeared to lose their edge as Ham ilton moved out
in front 3-2 after the two stanzas.
In a lackluster third period, the Mules
were outscored again as Hamilton owned
a 6-3 victory. It was a loss the Mules could
little afford in their quest for the playoffs.
. ' Saturday night a group of cheap shot
artists from Bridgewater State entered Alfond arena only to be humiliated 11-1.
idgewater played most of the game
. Br
with the minimum number (3) of men on
the ice. The Bridgewater penalty box looked like a party as fiye men sometimes occupied the area.
. Colby turned'the game into a devastation as they continually knocked on the
door until the puck went into the net.
Joe Faulstich was superb in the goal
again on the few offensive attacks Bridgewater had. . " "

by Brian Neligan
"The Bowdoin Polar Bears defeated Colby 4-3 in a must win game
for the Mules.
. .' ..7\ a '\..,a .

. Colby entered its third gamq against
rival Bowdoin with faint hopes.of possibly
making the Division II play-offs. For Bbw-V
doin the game was also a must,wiri'if they
were to obtairi a playoff.berth arid possibly
retain their Division II crown.
, -.-In their first riieeting this year Colby
deci sively beat the Polar Bears 7-5 m Portland. Bowdoin won the second meeting here
in Waterville-6-5 in an bvertirrie thriller.'
- This time Bowdom was playing Withr
out its star defenseman Mark Pletts, who;
with Gerry Garcia , forms what is probably
the finest defensive pair in Division II. Colby was at an even-greater disadvantage without its captain, Paul Qjiaranto , arid ace puck
,
carrier Dale Hewitt.
As usual, Bowdoin's Dayton arena
was jammed with hundreds of home town
fans. Alsojri hand were:a band, several dozen Brunswick policemen, arid a skating bear.
Bowdoin's enthusiasm was designed to this- ..-:
ter the visiting Mules, and in riiany ways
their intinndation paid off. 7
Bowdpin ?s best period was their first,
scoring two goals and with seeming ease
keeping the Colby attack at bay. It was a
superior team to the one Colby faced in Portland. Indeed the end.p f the season peak has i
long been characteristic of thie Bowdoin
teams. ¦ - - :'; .' •;. -;
- From the first dropping of the puck,
elbows aridsticks.were high and swinging.
Ariyorie who touched the puck was leveled
Skaters flew into the tight corners with
abandon, greetirig each other with slashes,
and the. - x pushing of the opponents' face into the chain link fence became common
practice.
./ .
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f oe Faulstich makesa stick save against Bridgewater St. in an 11-1 Colby romp
Well into the second period with the
score still 2-0, Bruce Barber", playing outstanding hockey late in the season, took a .
shot frbrn the left point. Deflecting off of
three Of. four sticks the pubk found its wayV
past Bowdoin goalie Rich Menzies./However, Bowdoin soon struck again and the Colby
Colby contingent began to lose heart. The
second period "ended with the score 3-1. :
" In the thkd period, the Mules began
to rally. Ed Ofria, who" was robbed .of Menzies all night, put in a loose rebound on a"
power play to bring the score to 3-2.Colby
fans came back to life.
The Polar Bears beat Faulstich for a
fourth time, and supposing the ganie well
in hand began the chant "Bye,bye,Colby"
with 22 seconds in the game Mark Kelley

Women's Hockey Bound
For Cornell Tourney
by Fred Stepanski
Coming off a humiliating 10-1 loss
to TJNHlastweek, the Colbywomen's
hockey team bounced back on Saturday
to beat a tough Massachusetts club team,,
the North River Penguins, 6-5.
Colby came out flying and got all
six goals in the first period.
- Lirida Smith started the scoring pri ; •
a perfect passing play set up by Carol Doherty; Lee Johnson then blasted a shot from
the point that the North River goalie never
¦.
saw. . "
North River then got on the board,
but the Mules continued to dominate as
they got a goal from freshman Cathy Mertard
followed .by, another tally ¦by Johnson and
• :¦_ .- .
one by Doherty. ' A\ ' '.>,¦'
North River sec-red their .second goal
before Colby got their sixth from number ;' ¦.:
six as Lee Johnson got the hat trick;
The tide of the game then changed as
- i"
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Women Ho op ste rs Lose,
Record Stands At 6-8
The Colby Women's Basketball team
encountered a poor week as they dropped
three games in four nights.
The Mules are presently 6-8 overall
;
and 6-5 in MAIAW action; They are cur¦
rently rated sixth in the state and are pre- "-' " ¦
paring for the state tournament March 15-17.
With five league games remaining,
the women will have to improve on last
week's performance to maintain their
present position.
On Wednesday, the Mules went down ;
to Tufts to face a tough Jumbo's team.
Patty Valavanisled the Mules with 20
points in a losing effort.
The women had overcome an early
ten point deficit and they finally went
ahead 48-46 with eight minutes left.
Tides then turned against the Mules as all ,
calls seemed to be going in Tufts favor.
Friday night the Mules hosted.the V
women from Norwich and lost 56-52. The:* .
.women were ahead the entire game and ; ¦ :¦:¦

North River "scored two goals in the second
period and two more in the third while shut
ting out Colby.
The MuleSj however, held on to the
lead and won the game 6-5. G oaltender .Stephanie Vrattos made 26 saves.
This weekend marks the climax of
an impressive rookie season for Coach Bob
Ev/ell. The Mules will travel to Ithaca , New
York for the Cornell Invitational Tournament which includes four teams: Colby,
Cornell, Providence, and Concordia.;
Colby will face Concordia on Friday .
and on Saturday, the two victors of the , ;
'first round will play for the championship.
Colby has beaten both Cornell and . ..
Providence this season but since then neither team has lost. In the Ivy League Tournament .p layed just last week', Cornell took
the title with little difficulty.
¦•' • •7. The tournament should be an ex-. 77 ,
citing* one with the Mules looking forward
to ending a great season on a winning note.

¦"— ¦
¦—'—' ¦
— '¦
t

scored .on a scramble in front of the net.
Needless to say the Mules had them worried , but it was too late. Bowdoin resorted
to a two men up, three mien back formation
and ran the clock out.
A cut Jay Driscoll and a broken nose
on Dave Kennedy were evidence of the chippy play on the part of Bowdoin. Colby had
been no less physical;with Driscoll, O 'Hallorari, MeGrath , Murphy, Panichaud and

4843 with 5:11 left. Norwich then rallied
to win.
Amy Davidoff paced Colby with
13 points, while Valvanis was unable to
play due to illness.
Saturday's visit was an exercise in
^ frustration as the more experience Bowdies took it to the Mules 65-35. The game
was so one-sided that no Colby women
•.scored in the double figures. •
Coach Gene DeLorerizo corrimented that, "the season has gone pretty much
as expected." The women have upgraded
their schedules, removing what DeLorenzo
referred to as "patsies."
DeLorenzo also said that the play
of seniors Davidoff and Jan Barker has ..
been outstanding. The coach is hoping to
surprise some people when the tournament
_ rolls around;
' "Wecan pull off some surprises if
we play,with.the needed intensity," he ,
said. . .,. .- - - :-r '. . ' ¦ . -. .- . > 7. • ¦ .
.
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Kahru Training
Kahru Touring
Regularl y $109.00
Kahru Packa ge:
Regularly $78.00
, Now, $72.95 .,
,. Now $54.50
f
' " ' ;' : " • ¦ ¦ • ' . '• ¦ ' '¦ '
::
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. Th e photo graphs on these pages were
pr oduced by students enrolled in the photogriiphy J an Plan . Unfortunately, none of
the pho tographs from the J an Plan were
received in time to be included in the judging for the Ar ts Festiva l . So that this bod y
of work may be shared with the Colby Com' wmmmmmi ^mmmmm ^mmmmmmmmi ^mmamm ^mmuamm: j mMmmmmmwm ^mmmaBiBmuimmmM -s« muni t y, the Arts Festiv al Committee would
¦,
like to mount a show of J an Plan Phot oPa t ricia Roscoe
gra phs in the second floor Robert s Gallery.
¦
All students interested please bring your
p hotographs to the Student Activities office
by Tuesday Ma rch dth. Further informa. tion may be obtai ned by contacting Pat
Trunzo at 465-7026.
¦ •
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ColdStorage a;^?3a:3 > ::;s33
"Ou tstctndinsf '
by Dave Wor ste r
On one hand wehave a man who knows

Irving D. Suss did a wonder ful job por traying Joseph Pannig ion, handling the obnoxious
humor of Paisi -gianwell; fromimp-oring Landaw
to push him off the roof , to daiming that the
disoriented and tired of life, who is ready to
change
eadi
and
all.
How
they
meet
it
give up on
. Tuna is the worid 's number one animal (man inother 's lives is the story told in Ronald Ribman 's
duded ) because it makes a great salad.
"Cold Storage ," performed at the Watervi lle
Suss also portrayed with feeling the inner
Opera House last weekend. Directed by Anthony
P_xrr _gLan, the man denied his aspirations in life,
and the man trul y afraid of dying. The only prob Betts , the production was a joint presen tation of
lem with his handling of the role was due to a cbmthe Waterville Repertory Company and the Friends
of Colby-^forming Ar ts.
bination of factors. The popu larity of T.V.'s '
"All in the Family" akxn gwith Suss' Carrol O'GonThe entire play took place on a hospital
nor-like appearance , caused his pertormance to
roof garde n in New YorkGty. The set was beaut ifully designed and construc ted. Cbmplirhents
¦smack of Archie Bunker ness at times. This was ,
probabl y myown impression, bu t at any minute
go to Frank Stephenson , Bill Connors , and J eff
durin gthe play, I expected Parmi gian to call LanSanderson.
daw a "meathead. " But this was a very minor
The play itself dealt with two complex
fault and made the play no less enjoyable.
per sonalities '; J oseph Parmi gian who was dying
In the first act , Richard I_andaw gave the
of caricer , and Richard Landaw , who was in the
impression
of being a quiet , idealistic and longhospi tal for exploratory surgery. A third charac
sufferin
g
man
who was trying vainly to be
ter , Nurse Madur ga , who appeared briefl y, was
Parmi
polite
gian.- In the second act , we
to
wellplayed by Cheryl Ann Peters. The play
discovered
t
he
t
ragic truth of Landa w's life.
dealt with die conversations of these two
As
a
young
boy
, he was separa ted frorri his
men during the course of an afternoon and
famil
y
and
as
a
J
ew iri Berlin durin g WW II ,
V
evening ^
he
was
driven
from
his home.
Outwardly Panrigi an was cantankerous
and bru tally honest with himsdfand those around
Howard L. Koonce deserves the highest
Par him But we find out as the play goes on that
praise for a trul y magnificent performance. He
in
migian is a mail wh ^ hopes aid dreaire life
perfec tly portrayed Landav/srobtlessnessand
have been destroyed His roigh and cynical outer
desperation to know his past.
7
personality hides the sensitive, lonelyman within.

he is dying and is try ingto find the stre ngth inside himsdf to die. On the other , we have a man

At the erid of the play, one sensed that

Slowly, Panri gian draw sout of Landaw

Landaw had perhaps f ound a reason and meaning for Ufe from me dying P-_n._.gian, and that

the agonythat he hasjived with all his life; the
terrible uncertaint y of who lie is, where he came
from. He is read y to give up , ready to die.
Together , Sussand Koonce made a magnificent team, playingoff each other in a splendid giyeand-iake of emotions.In amarvdlou s v
transi tion, they grew from complete stran gers to mm baring their souls to each other .

Lai-daw's sensitivity and emodon ^will somehow
give Parmigian the courage to die.
It was a play abou t death with a happ y
ending, a play rich with feelings. Congra tulations
to Betts; Suss, Koonce , and all others concerned
for an outstandin gproduction.

P.D.Q.Bach:
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Baro que Spoof

. by Kar en Pfeiff er

Prof , Peter Schickcle , discoverer of 'P.D. Q, Bach.

Tlie Colby Music Series will present "P.D.
Q, Bach: An Eveningof MusicalMadness" on Mar.
7, and it willbe an experience no one should miss.
;frOfessbr Peter Schickde , biogra jdier and sole
discoverer of the music of "history 's most justly
Bach, (1802-1742)
neglected composer " P.D.Q,
Gym
perfc ^ngsorne
w^ be in die Wadsv ^rth
6f the rnusic of this long-neglected inusidaii.
Prof. Schickde is a meinbcr of the Muscology
Depar tinent of the University of Southern North
Dakota at Hoople, vdiich he terms "the only inshort-sighted enough to support his reistitution
.
searches. " He has been bring ing PJD tQl Bach's
music to the public for the past sixteen years and
recendy published The tieft win'we Biographyof
PD.Q.Bach.
What goes on at a P.D.Q , Bach concer t ?
!The content varies, but it is always; as t he New
' York Times puts it, ". . . a very very fiinny showeven fc*people v^olike rnusic but don't Itnow
why." ftof. Sdtickele appears (usually in some
bizzare mann er) and performs a two-ho ur show
in which he solos (on pian o,.bassoon , left-lianded
¦ sewer flute, or whatever else he has with' hirn) and
j acts as professor-narrator with local orchestras and
conductors , The audience begins in thejr scats
.-. i.
but ends up on the floor.. . - . -, ,¦. ,
,.:. . . Pro f, Schickde will appear ir» the AicPartland Music . Shdl , Wa&wo -th Gym, at .8 pm on <
; Mar. 7 with the Colby Community. Symphon y
Orches tra. Tickets are priced at $4 in advance or
; $4.50 at the door for students and $5 or $5,50 .
for the general public , and are available in the :
Stud ent Actf yitiesjpffice at Rober ts Union.;.• - „ - . ¦
So circle Mar. ' 7 on your calendars aijd plan .to , .
see the invasion of Waterville by Prof. Schickde ;
: aiid P.D.Q, Bach. You won't be sonyl

.

¦*

. The p rogra m f or the upcom ing P.D. Q.
Bach Concert :
P ;D.Q,
r-

Bach

P.D.Q. Bach
¦
F.J . Hay dn

P.D.Q,

Bach

DESMR ATlON OF pE
HO USE Overture
?
HINDENBURG CONCERTO
Allegro gigant ico
Largo pericolosb
Presto so-so

Andan t e Cant abile

CANINE CANTATA :
, ¦- ' . Wachet Arf! ("Slee p ing
Dogs Awake "),
Entrada ,
'Ariett a ,. ''Achl Wo , Ach l Wo "
Berceuse
¦
Aria , "Bau l Waul "
' Lamento , "Aul"
Finale

* * * int ermission * ?^
P.D.Q. Bach

ECHO SONATA

CO NCERTO FOR BASSOON
VS. ORCHESTRA
¦
, Break allegro , : •: - ¦• ' i ¦ • <
¦
¦
. 'V- . . NotWfas t V , Rondo alia, turkey lurlcey

P.D.Q, Bach
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French Film:
Innovative
Course

The Downs And Ups
Of
"Ends And Odds"

by Philippa Kirby

This semester a new French film course at
Colby, tatghtby Arthur Greenspan , is concentrating on the film as an art fo^
- Most Americaiis think of movies' purel y as
entertonni ent. In fact , films are sold in the States
in terms of their entertairiment value, and an enormous industry continue creatingmovies using
the box office as its main criteria for productioa
But in Europ e, a small comer of the industry - 5
to 10 %- treats film as an art.
Greenspan naturall y considers the film to
be an art form .He feels that it is perha ps the most
immediatdy tangible of the arts , because it can
be broken down easily into basic units. It is stating the obvious to say that art is a purel y human
creation, and that before a man rriadea sculpture
or painting, there was nothing there. Greenspan
ifeels that it is necessary tp understand this if one
is to appreciate that film is particulaii y accessible
ps an art form, throug h the simple fact that it can
|be dissected and studied with greater ease than |any other artistic ri«iiu-ri, while still allowing
aesthetic appreci I'those choices that underline
¦ '
ation. " -a 'A . •;¦. - ' .- .. :
Greenspan has offered a film course before ,
hough not at Colby. He is treating it very muchas :
, literature course , and has chosen films which
ic thinks will provide a good introduction to the
inematic ait. The films, he explains, are hdd to[ether by ideas, and are informed by ideas. Says .
-reenspan , "All the films that we will see this
lemester willbe very accessible to the students. " . ' .- . ,
fhey are narraiives , having both characters and ., . •<
dots which necessaril y make them easier to grasp
ban the more abstract films which destroy narra ive totally. The films range from Jean Vigo's
I 'Atalante(1934) to Buhud' s Cet Obscur Objet
iu Desir(1977), and indude three films by Jean
tenoir, whom Greenspan names as "the greatest
ilmmaker who has lived to date."
The students are expected to see'each film
t, least twice, and preferabl y three times so that
hey can develop an intimacy with the themes
nd ideas. This, Greenspan feds, allows the stu- ¦
bits to deal with the .fflm much 'inore dosely.,
The subject matte r is so rich dial people become
ery involved,- and take very strong positions. "
In discussing the films, literary terms are .
sed. Ihe students are encoura ged to think of
leiri in wayswhich are almost totally alien to
ny previous conceptions which they may have
ad of movie!. "It is like watching them estrange
hemsdvesfrom what they 've learned in their 20dd years. " says Greenspan. Indeed, the intensity
vith which you must study and observe each film,
aking into account camera movementsand filmraker 's techniques , force you to appreciate the
11m more fully and also, to read , beyond the imnediate, sometimes misleading, first impression
o a bmer ramprehension of Ae fdm's meaning. ,
There was opposition to the course when
vas proposed to the E.RC In essence, the argu-

P.D.Q, BACH IS COMING MARCH 7!
Film s Le Grande Illusion. Mon.

March 5, 7 & 9 p.m. Lovejoy 100.

Little Flage Theatre presents a ,p lays ' f h e Furies of Mo ther J ones. Fri . Mar. 2 at V
7s 30pm, ICresge Auditoriuin , Bowdoin In
-ollege , Brunswick , Me. Tickets available ¦
\t the Information Desk Moulton Union ,
towdoin College arid Macbeans Bookstore ,
lown town Bruriswic k.
l

StU'A Rims presentsiA ^y Fair Lady
'inner of Eight Academy Awards. Starring
Audrey Hep burn and Rex Harris on. "One
'f the best lovedmusicals !of aU tirne. " 7. &•
O ils pm. Fri. Mar . 2 LlOO.Adm. $1.

b y Brigitte Raquet

The Ralp h,Robinson Balle t A f t
The Waterville Op era H&use ^
Ral ph R obin son , form er partner of Rosella Hightower and Melissa Hayden of Amer - .
ican Ballet Thea ter , will bring his company, (The Ralph Robinson Ballet )^tp the Waterville
Opera Hous e on Saturday, March 3 , at 8 pm. Picture d above are company members Kelly
: Holydke and Keith Robinson in "Salome." Saturday 's program will include classical ballet , ;
dram atic , and modern dance pieces. Tickets may be purchased in advance at Al Corey Music
Center in Watervi lle..or at the door for $3.
ments again stit boiled down to, "You mean
we're going to give diplomas for watching movies?"
Says Greenspan, "But I don 't think it's any less
serious than any of the literature courses being
offered. " He feds that the opposition is understandable , <x>ra dering the gener ally accepted
idea of film in the United States. The problemis
that American film as a whole does riot demand
the same concentration and effort as that small
percentageof European filmscreated as an art

form. - , , . '. .
,. / . ; ¦
It is difficult to assess the impact of Greenspan 's film course this early in the sernester , but
it would appear , from the first stude nt reactions ,
that it is a success. Said one student , "I didn't
realize how much you can get from a film - after
thefirst discussion dass, I guess I found out that
I had let mysdf in few more than I'd reckoned but it was reall y something. I think I' m beginning
td see films conipletdy "differendy now."

mmsMfflmm

The New World Coalition Film Series
will sponsor t he film "G eorge Wald on t he
Military-Indust rial Complex " at 8 pm,, on
Thursday, March 1, in , the AV room of Miller Library. A discussion will follow tlie film
Film Direction Preseritss How Tasty
Was My Little French man. Sun. Mar. {at ,
7 & 9 : 3 0 pm; L100: Adm. $l.
THE WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE
CO. of CAMDEN , MAINE is holding open
audi tions for the coming Summer Season '
on the 10th , 1lt h , 24t h , and 25th of March
at the YMCA oh Chestnut St., Camdon y
Maine from 10 am ' to 4 pm. All applica nts
welcome. For fur ther infor mation write : /
THE WILLIAM SHAKESPE ARE'CO J NC.
—"
P.O. BOX 786

camden^ Maine

"

Stu-A Fil ms presents : Bonnie an d
Clyde, Starring Warren Beatty; Faye Dunaway and Gene Haclcman. A classic gangster thriller. Wed ;, Mar. 7, 7 & 9s30 pm.
L100. Adm. 7$l.
FH. Mar. 2 at 9 pm. WMHB Pub Night.
.Music and dancing in the Pub.
.The Pequod is acceptin g submissions
for the spring issues: Poems , stories. B & W
photos arid ar twork accepted . Sub mit •
through campus mail addressed to The
Pequod or. place in Pequod envelope , English Dept., 3rd floor Miller Librar y, beadline March 26. For fur ther infor mation call
/¦ 'AnSy Plante or Jocdyn BarUcevidus.' 873- : .
6457. For return of submissions , please enclose envelope with return address (Box no.)

¦'The square root of negative one,"
a closing line in "Ends and Odds ," pretty
well summed up the evening. While the
earl y pieces were genuinel y interesting,
poor jud gement in the second half made
this Samuel Becket experie nce ultimately
long and tedious.
"Act Without Words I ," the opening
piece of the evening, was well acted and
effectivel y staged . David Strage gave a good
mime per formance of a man who reall y
has everything and everyone against him.
This piece introduced the evening 's themefutility-appropriate for theatre bf the Absurd.
"Come and Go " featured Karen Hess,
Lynn Hoof and ValTalland as three elderly .
women talking essentiall y about nothing.
This confusing, abrupt piece gave the audieence its first real jolt. From here , 'What 's
Going On?" became the ^refrain of the evening
• The most coherent piece , Act Without Words II , " was also the best. Hulak
Nural and Adam Bolonsk y did excellent
jobs portray ing the extremes of man caught
in his habits. Nural s' Monday morning
blahs and Bolansk y 's up and at- 'em features
gave this piece a curiousl y effective blend of 7
humor and pathos.
*T_ay," featuring Karen Hess, Val . - .
Talland and Adam Bolansk y, was the most
striking piece Of the evening both in terms of
of visual and dialogue effects. The staging
was appro priatel y eerie-to say nothing of
the " costumes. " Frus tration , resentment ,
lack of communication and general futil ity .
ar e all summed up in this brill iant piece; it
would have been a superb stopping point.
Urrfortunately, "Play " was followed
i
by two nondescri pt pieces- 'F ootfalls " and
"Not I" -the latter which set audience members itxhingto escape the incessant 'yammering. "Not I" w&a nerve-wr ackin g experien ce, inten sely annoyin g both in terms
of sound and comprehens iveness.
"T exts for Nothin g, II , " pres ented
by.Sav Zembillas , who direct ed "Ends and
O dds , " seemed to appropri ately say nothing.
It was essentially a; collection of witty existentialis t thoughts , which , by this point,
I was thor oughly tired of.
There wasn 't reall y, anything wrong
with the Powder arid Wig produc tion of
"Ends arid Odds. " The acting, dir ection ,
staging and effec ts were all faultless. But
it was too long ; the p ieces following "Play "
were generall y tedious and disappointing.
True , this is the way Becket wrote it j Zembillas only concurred with him. Perhaps
Becket became persuaded by his own wri tin___and decided that it didn 't really matte r anyw ay

One Act Opera : La S er va Padrona by
Pergolesi. Debra Wallac e '79, sopranoMichael Pellet ire '80 , bari tone. Strider
Thea tre , 8 pmi Sun., Mar. 4.
, Come to the 1979 Student Poetry
Reading, which will take place at 3:0O P.M
this Sunday, March 4, in the J ette Art
Gallery, Bixler. Refreshmen ts will be
served. A good time for all. Sponsored by
" the Student Arts Festival. Give poetry a
chance! Rah-rah I .
¦
' •¦: . :" ' ¦. •»• • . . ¦ ¦'. ' ' ¦ 3! ^3, '3 ' S' A3- a
., ) On Sunda y and Monda y nigh ts,
March 4th and 5th , Riverside Dr ive,
will be rock n ' rollin ' at L. & J ;
Rai lway ih Watervillc's Concourse .
Come see the group which dro ve you all
wild last mon t h in t he Spub wit h such
songs as "Sha ttere d ," "Roadhouse Blues"
and "Fire. "

Thursday, March 1, 1979

\
The Ropiri Draw Committee has been meeting since October to draw up the procedurefor room selection for 1979-80. Students should note that in order to be eligible
to paticipate in room draw a $100.00 room
deposit must be paid to the Business Office
by April 4, 1979.

Li-ALt?

J
In years past the Colby Oracle,
which is subsidized by the Student Associa- _
tion, was given away or sold "for a token fee.
Inflation has reared its ugly head in the publishing industry and as a result, there have
been two major increases in publication
cost during the last three years. The total
cost for the 1978 Oracle was approximately
$12,000 for 1000 books; or about $12 a .
copy. To offset these expenses, there will
be a charge of $7 per copy for all npn'seniors (class of '78). If you buy a 1978
yearbook, for an extra $2 you can have a
T-shirt until they last. These books may be
purchased through the Student Activities
Office ,¦ in Roberts Union, ¦beginning March

Applications for the Washington Semes
ter Program are due March 16th. This is a
cooperative program between Colby
(among others) and the American University in Washington, D.C. Its purpose is to
provide a realistic picture of the processes
of government, far richer and more accurate
than can be gained in an ordinary acaderriic
environment. The program is open to all
Colby juniors regardlessof major field of
study.
Programs include the Washington
Semester," Foreign Policy Semester , Economic Policy Semester, American Studies
Semester, Washington Urban Semester ,
Science and Technology Serriester, and
International Development Semester.
For applications and information see
Mrs. Kiralis in Eustis 205.

5/

Summer Job - 1979 - SAILING PROGRAM
DIRECTOR Senior Instructor for Advanced
RacingTechniques, Tactics and Team Racing.
TwoJurdor Iristructors:June.25-Aug. 24, 1979Weekdavs.WinchesterBoat-dub. Winchester.
Mass. For further information, please, contact
-A Dr.JohnA.$fllls
¦¦¦.¦¦ ¦
ll Rangdy Road Winchester, Massachusetts, 91890 .Please reply by March 10, if possible.
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For future editions of the Oracle,
orders will be taken with a deposit in advance so that the size of the next edition can
be exactly.determined. In addition non- ,
seniors will have to bear the full cost of
the book-$12 for the 1979 Oracle. The
deadline for return of subscriptions is April
20 in the Student Activities office.Copies
will be available only by advance order.

Thesophomore dass announcesthat the winningnumberin the "Night on the Town" Raffle
is 1581. If you hold the winningnumber, bringit
to Neil Moyvihan(201 Leonard) or Linda Clifford
(102 Averill) and pick up your prize. If no one
claimsthe prize for twoweeks, a new number
will be drawn, Many thanksto all those whor
v
workedon the Raffle.
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CRAZIES WAOTED.Anybody;
crazy enough to want to help break the
Worlds Record for duration kite fl ying _
should contact Nate Lowell at the Bookstore as soon as possible. Also anybody;
interested in kite fi ghtirig demonstrations
or competition.
SundayMarch 4 at 11am in Lcttimer
Chapdthe mc__iingworship servicewill indude <; :Communionand a student preacher - Jim Lowe,

¦:
. ' ¦'' - ' . . '
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A "Student Primary Emergency Care

Service"(SPECS) has been established on

the Colby campus. Anyone who is sick'or
injured or is a witness to such a situation
and needs assistance should call the infirmary at extension 231 or call the emergency extension 347.After you call the
health center a istudent EMT or an ambulance will be dispatched to your location ,
as the nurse deems necessary.

We need a theme for Spring Carnival! Come to the meeting Thurs. Mar. 1at
7 pm-the Hurd Room-2nd Floor Roberts
Union. One possibility under consideration
is "Roman Holiday."

$50 REWARD: 'for information leading

to the return of missing Roberts Union fur'
niture, and identification of the parties responsible for the thefts. Contact: Deans' Of
ftce, Student J udiciary,members, Campus
Security, or the Student Activities Office.

We Are in Search of the Great Colby
' .-.• -'"
Picture
Grand Prize: $25.00 Sayings Bond and
. By-Uhe on the poster
'
2nd Prize: :[ $10.00 worth; of photo- ;
graphic supplies

The Committee to Fund Students'
Special Projects offers grants'of up to $500
to any Colby student, or small groups of
students. They are awarded for such things
as Independent Study Projects , Senior Scholars Seminars and Honors Programs.
The student grants are offered "To
encourage students to go over-and above
what they would ordinarily, do for a term'
project ," according to Dean of Students
Earl Smith.
The money for the grants comes from
a substantial pot of riioney that has been
put into the Colby budget, according to
Sonya Rose, Assistant Dean of Faculty. The
grants are ju dged upon their merits by a
committee consisting of Rose, Faculty
George D. Maier, Diane Skowbo^ Ira Sadoff ,
and student Dawn St. Clair.
, The following students have been
awarded grants from the Committet to
Fund Students' Special Projects; John
Monroe concerning Dansylated Deciivativesof Angiotensin II , Dana Russia n was award ed
a grant for a Senior Trumpet Recital, Mark
Morin was granted funds tp research ari Alternative Approach to Amnio Acid Sequena
Determination, arid Christopher Smith arid
Glenn Corinel have been awarded funds to
go on an Observational Expedition bf the :
'
solar eclipse of 1979.
'
Students who are interested in ob- .
taining grants for expenses should contact
I)ean Rose, x376 for further information.

The. Admissions Office is looking -

for the perfect picture of Colby College

to be used on a poster which'will be
sent to rnany secondary schools in the
United States. We are encouraging, slides,.
photographs, and/or drawings. You can
.sub mit.as many entries as you like. The
entry selected willbe judged on:
1) subje ct
"
: 2) color
.
3) clarity
4)' sharpness ,
.
, Due to the fact that it will be blown

up to poster sizes, technical qualities are

important.
'
Some suggestions of subjects: shots
. with people, Winter Carnival, classroom
scenes, athletic events, campus events. ',;
Thei pictures and/or slides should
be submitted to Sherman A. Rosser, Jr., •
Assistant to the Dean, Admissions Offi be,
Eustis Building, no later than March 15.
Please place your name, address, arid
phone number on the slide , photograph,
pnd/or drawing.

Vl^i .^J g ^:A,A A..
' 7 " Everyone's cheering for Yamaha, And why not? Today with
.
their new line of receivers , Ya maha 's making the, hottest news
: . ¦ in the Audio.world. , -:; : - ' v. .i
. ' • '. '
:. ' ' AA3-- - '" '
.
While - moist manufacturers, are striving for more and more
power, Yarnaha^engineers are ache!yirig less arid less distortion,,
'
'
'¦¦ Ar . 3 ', ¦'...
And without a big price tag, ' "' ".
• A 3A
'¦ • '• ''7 . :- - ' .
¦¦
Sec what .everyone's cheering about, -Visitsybur nearest Mew ' .-. '
England Music store. There's always financing available.

'

ForSale: Brandnew Honda automaticfully equipped. 872-9500.

new balance
athletic-nj ^
shoes Ja___r:;
A

_,

¦¦ ¦
; ; :¦ ' - Aa '- - :
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We have new kitchen utensils that
can be signed out in the Student Activities
Office. You can bake cakes, cookies, etc
There is a new pay phone in Roberts
across from the Post Office. Anyone who is interested in working
for Proctor & Gamble in Sales Management
and has responsitJiyrheld a leadership position should contact Chris Noonan in the
. Student Activities Office.

- .

RAH > RAH >
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7 Reminder to all aspiring politicians!
Posting of flyers, posters, notices arid any
other materialson outsidedoors and other
unauthorized areas' is prohibited. Individuals in yoilation of this policy are subject
to fines($5 per poster) and damage charges.
Exceptions to the above policy in specific
buildingsmay be made ]by the administrative supervisor of that area (head resident).
Anyone interested in weaving should
stop into the Student Activities Office. We
have four or five looms that are collecting
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Special croup ot seconds _
s!zes 5!6 AA to14EEE
Five Star Ratin g
-Now $21 .95
Reg. $29.95
1
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Crib Notes should be submi tted to
the Echo Off ice by Monday night.
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Assassina tion Games are crqpp ing
up on several campuses. Using water pisjtols or rubber dart guns , students stalk one
another for the kill and the ' sole survivor
is declared the winner. The rules of the
game, which .can go on for days , usuall y
allow a hit to be scored , only when fewer
than three witnesses are present.

Aa : ACROSS. ,
i Ruin the re putation
of
10 Juicy fruit
15 At stake (3 wds.)
16 . Do . construction
work ¦' .
1"7 O'Neill play
(3 wds. .)<
19 Male sheep (Br. )
20 Acute •
21 "—— Fi deles "
22 Give /off .
¦

¦¦• _

24 Tornado

25 Rambled (2 wds.)
27 In the! middle ,- for

short
29 Madison Avenue . . ' ¦• '
output . '
30 Journ al i tem . ;

collegiate crossword

.- ' 31 Like some colle g e
courses :. .
32 Sierrai —— ';
33 Cager 's tar get
34 Park .in Que bec
39-Nine , in ,Venice
40 Galaha d 's garb
; 41 Cul-de—— '.;
44 Enter taine d , in
part
. '45 Climbing plant
46 :—— post
. ._ 48 Certain sandwiches'49 Wandering .
- 50 West German state ¦
54 ;Mr.. Grant ;••
55 Winter weather .:•
in dex '(2 wds;),
58 Dodge ,

10 Star of "Th e Heart
break Kid" '
11 Frosts
12 Zoroastrian
writings

59 Certain odds
(3 wds.)

——

60 Fleur.

61 The quality of
being ' lean or thin

13 Caressed
14 Anesthetics
18 Imitated a crow

DOWN

1 Old World bird
2 Cruel

'

23 Hitchcock' s "

Curtain "
24 Named .

3 Enter (2 wds.)
¦ 4
——square
5 Be apprehensive
'
6 Robert ——
7
nove l
ins tant
8 ':
(at once)
9 Providence TV ..
station

'36 Part of the toot
(2 wds.) '
37 Floating structure s
38-Expungements
' • 39. Keyboard interval
-'" 41 Was ' in a.'dither "
42 Reach a destination
Knowledge "
43 "
44 Shows p ain

47

26 Comedian Louis

27 Big crowd
28 Forgo
34 Liquid measure
(abbr.)
35 "A wron g 'd thought

•

of

will break

steel " —Cha pma n

Warbucks

50 One of the Bowery
boys
51 Famous middle name
52 Southwest wind
53 App raise
56 No
, an ds, or .
buts
.57 Swindle

. Com plaints of grouch y cainpus '

office workers are common among students on many campuses and at Suffolk
County (N.Y.) Community College the aclministration decided to do spmething.about
it. During intersessiori, office workers will
be given a course in "Interpersorinel Relations and Telephone Techniques" to help
them project a more courteous and helpful ,
¦
'
mage. - „ ¦
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University exams are hazardous to
'our health, says an Illinois researcher who
cached his conclusion after checking the
iiilse rate and blood pressure of 254 De—
'aul U. students before , during arid after a
raditional final exam. In one group the
verage blood pressure rose from 118/58
icfore the exam to 152/113 during the
:xam. A few minutes after the exam it was
I
(Still elevated to 147/108.
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Student apathy may have reached
:s nadir at Fullerton (Califv) College when,
i a recent student government election,
nly 61 of 19,000 students cast ballots.
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Waterville , Maine
22 Common Si.,
On
Casfonguay Square
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873-0523
^g TELEPHONE
<§| The Ic e Cream Parlor Place
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7sjgnals
of cancer...

YotiprobaMyhavo
the 8th.

1. Change in bowel or
bladder habits.
••A sore that does not
.
.
heal. .
3. Unusual bloodingor
. discharge. . • . •
.^.Thickening or lump
In breast or elsewhere.
8< Indigestionor difficulty in swallowing.
change in
¦ ©.Obvious
wart or mole.
7.Nagging cough or
hoarseness.

O.A. fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detectingcancer at an.
early stage, A stage
when it Is highly cur. able, Everyone's afraid
of cancer, but don't let |It scare youto death ,

^Colleg.
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Tenure : Reiter And Beyond
The current incident involving the decision not to grant " tenure to Professor
Reiter points to a problem which has surfaced periodically at Colby-Although President
Strider and Dean of Faculty Jensen claim Ph.D.'s and publications are not the sole criteria
for the granting of tenure, Reiter's situation seems to point the other way.
It.seems strange that a liberal arts institution like Colby is entrenched in such
conservative ideals as those which place requirements on what a teacher must-possess to
be a good teacher. The grantingjof tenure seems to turn on what a professor has learned,
not how well he teaches. How important are the letters after a person's name? If the policy of the Committee on Promotion and Tenure is to require a Ph.D., then maybe it is ' "
time to change the committee or change the system.
The administration maintains that the students play a vital role in the deter- "
minatipn of a teacher's standing by filling out student evaluation forms at the end of each
semester. The Reiter incident proves that this system is a fallacy, for these form must carry no weight with the three committees involved.
Much space could be given to an investigation of the criteria "the'powers that
be" at Colby-usein granting tenure. One suspects from past experience that faculty who
have been seen as able to contribute to the competitive prestige of the school are given
preference. Perhaps the whole situation is merely the result of the petty jealousy often
found in departmental circles. Or, perhaps it is the bureaucratic maze of a three committee, four part tenure process that is to blame.
For the present, we hope President Strider will take the necessary steps to
rectify Professo'r Reiter's situation.
For the future , perhaps one of the alternatives Tvlr. Cotter might consider is
the institution of a review system, whereby representatives of the students, faculty, administration and trustees would periodically consider the renewal of five to ten year
teaching contracts.The Echo advocatesatthis system as a replacement for the antiquated
tenure system. If it were to r^eadopted Colby, professors would retain much of the
security that is built into the tenure procedure, and students would be guaranteed interested and enthusiastic teaching.

Welcome. 'Ni g ht Crawlers 9!
Secunty is a problem with any institution, especially in this day and age. Colby is fortunate in that its location tends to protect it from many ravages; nevertheless,
precautions must be taken. From time to time, even 'way up here, problems do arise.
It is extremely, heartening to know that students recognize this fact , and are
taking a hand in patrolling the dorms and campus. In an era where we see fraternities continually tearing apart the campus in one irresponsible act after another , it is tremendously reassuringto find a group of people interested in shouldering some of the necessary
duties involved in maintaining a "safe" Colby.
The creation of a Student Security Organization is definitely a positive step.
The Echo applauds those people who have worked for this set-up,and those students who
are the first 'night crawlers.' In a campusthat sprawls over quite an area , it is impossible
for the security officers to be everywhere at once. And in some instances, situations would
perhaps be handled with greater ease by fellow students. Then , too, not every case is a
severe enough one to. merit the attention of a security officer whose presence might be •
urgently needed on another side of campus. Students patrolling the grounds alleviate
these possible problems.
Thanks to a few students' humanitarian concerns , we should all sleep better
.
'<*L ilJbilli
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February 11, 1 966
All male students who have arrived
at their eighteenth (18) birthday since registeringat Colby in September, and who
have received their selective service card
and number from their local draft boards,
should contact the Registrar's office at .
once. We should have a record of your selective service number and the address of
your local selective service board so that
we can forward the regular S.S. form 109
to your local draft board so that we can
notify them that you are a student in good
standing. Following.this procedure each
student is usually classified as 2S. Students
with any questions regarding selective service should visit the Registrart

Marc h 24, 1937 '
From a letter to the Gladiator column
Fraternities at Colby College are

fi ghting for their very existence. There is

, no denying this fact. The college itself is
progressing rapidly on plans for the new
campus, but what is the ultimate fate of '
the ninfe Greek letter societies?.....
Mayflower Hill is coming. It will be
a great thing for the whole Colby family,
but will it-be a great thing to allow the
fraternities to go out there in their.present
sickly status? The present state of perplexity
is due partly to financial troubles, partly 7
to the boys themselves. But,boys will be
boys, and they should be guided on the
right path by the' "powers that be." ....
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It's not easy to..'explain why potatoes are more valuable than gold for French-.;
Canadian families such Us mine, why we at times crave them to the, point of idolatry . Like;
wise, how can I describe the rush I get from filling my mouth with potatoes skinned,
boiled, and mashed by an authentic Canuck female. You could draw a connectiori with 33a
the sex act here, for the women of Canada are renowned, V.ahuge abundance of skin as '
white as flour j and they are dutiful iri ^
'¦ ' r
A: ' :<:. . ?ut there is nothing more beautiful , for us and-' our. kin than, thef emergence of 7
the first potato plant froni Quebec earth in late spring ; such a tiny shoot, yet it^athers"7 ;
power,'spreads arms,' and gives birth to perfect food. My grandfather , whose facc is baked „
red on still August days, has bent over these stalks and leaves all his life. In his late eighties;
with so much shade around , what causes him to stand in 'the garden at ribon, simultaneous-,
ly crushing bugs and taring weeds? Maybe a simple desire for the unknown; 7 the hidden 7 ';'
yield i'spKer elik e. urireW but edible, girths expanding in darkness. We
the plants/ rows of them , -arid pur mouths water slowly as wejmagihe^
&ie vidnera^
V
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To the Colby Student Body, > .
!
7 Wewould life ^
diat happened on Wed., Jan. 24.On the morningof
that day,"''four^ membersof KDR removed Bruce
Anderson,'a pledge of KDR,from his Jan-Plan
meeting;Mr;Anderson was not prepared for his
iassaind at Ks request John Flerlage, Ned Mannng, <_harpe Jacobs, and John Longley agreed to
u-keluinfromhis dass.'.
7 Vye^realizedright afterwardsas wedo now, 7
¦hat this was a gross error in judgement.The classroom at bolby and any other instituteof learning
is the most sacredand irnportantpart of the in¦
stitution and its sanctity must not be broken '
:venby:what rright be "considered a prank We
incerly apologizefor this action. If any of us
ad realized the rarrdficatior-sof this action we
voulcl certainly not have done it: \Wef eel that the Student Judiciary has dealt
this
matter in a veryfair mariner. the
However,
rath.
s students, you must^^ understand that action .
»f the four of us cannot be condoned.. Use discreion and think, as we did not, before pulling
what you might consider a prank. The '
consequences may be a lot heavier than you
can imagine.
John Flerlage
Ned Manning
Charlie Jacobs
' • • John Longley

Fo the .Colby Student Body
The Student Judiciary Board has
ecently heard an increasing number of
rases involving vandalism and 'a general ,
ack of respect for the Colby campus, the
:aculty and the students. These cases could
rasily have been prevented had the people
nvolved used , a little; common sense. We "
lope to.make it clear through.this letter
:hat severe consequences -can result from '
:hese obviously irresponsible incidents. .
During this semester the board has leard the following cases:
\) A case in which four students entered
classroom to kidnap one of the students
i it. These students had no idea that their
ctions would be taken so Seriously or that
it faculty member involved would be so
pset by the incident.
) A case in which a student smashed a chair
gainst a wall after, seeing an emotional
lovie and drinking beer with his friends.

li.l_ lrU.L-t-

The question is, why do these incidents
-¦ '' ' ' ., ¦- ' ' . . occur?
A .
have
been avoided
could
Both of these cases
had the participants just thought about - • '
the consequences of their actions. Obviously,
in regard to Case A, such pranks have no
place in the classroom. Similarly ^ smashing
a chair against a wall shows a real lack of
'- . ','.
foresight.
;As
a
result
of
these
cases
.fthe Com;
mittee has formulated the following policy
toward vandalism:
1) Payment of the damages incurred plus
25% of those damages as a fine.
2) Either a warning to be placed in the file
or, should circumstances warrant, social
probation arid possibly suspension.
At Colby there exist certain furidam- .
ental rules, which, regardless of whether
they are written down or not, should be
adhered to. For example; the faculty has
the right to teach in the classroom without
interruption and the students have a right
to expect that college property will be
respected. Again, we get down to the basics:
respect and forethought. Respect-others and
their property and think about the consequences before you act. If you had to
listen to people explaining that they just
didn't think, that it was stupid to break a
chair or kidnap a kid from his classroom,
then you would come to the same con- :.
elusion-some students at Colby just aren't
thinking things through. So, give us a
break and start thinking before you act.
The Student Judiciary Board
Vicki Mains, Steve Earle, Erik Peterson,
Ellen Grant, Ted Reed, Car Costigan, Tohi
Ciota, Kevin Kehoe

To the Editor :
At a time in which the Dean of Students' office is being so concerned about
fire safety, it surprises,me to find that several times a week a needless and senseless
gamble is taken which endangers the lives
of hundre d s of Colby students.
During every showing of movies in
Lovejoy auditorium , both front exits are
completely blocked for the duration of
the movie. Two large tables are moved from
the center of the stage to either side of the

Future Energy Sources
by Scott Murchie ,
Asthe Americanpublicand scientistsex-

press increasingskepticism concerningdie useof

nudear power as a major source of energy for tlie
future, additional hopes are bang placed on tlie
development of.alternative renewable energy
sources. These sources night be defined asthose
which are either able to be regenerated or are so
plentiful that no end to the supply is forseeable.'
Niturally,solar energy is the first source
wliich comes to mind. Solar energy maybe harnessed directly, as in the case of solar panels.
Sunlight strikinga speciallyblackened aluminum
panel insulatedby one or two sheets of glassis
converted into heat, widi an efficiency of 58% or
more. Hundreds of horhes employ this teduiique,
which is competitive economically in manyareas
of the country and will become relativelydieaper
when tlie price of fossilfuels continues to escalate,
Sunlight also can produceelectricity upon striking
i type of photoelectricpand r which wasonce a*
^onon-Mlly expensive. However, as the process
for rmnufiicttmngtlie crystal siliconneeded for
the panels lias been improved upon, the panels'
wee has declined.Variouspredictions state that
y 1985, photoelectricity generated by die pands
nould be available at pricescomparableto nudear
nd fossil Me pirated ejecttidty. ' . 7 ( ¦ '
be
Siurli^t rmydso har
•rough utilizationof the erieim*bound up by

7

photosynthesisot carbohydrates. Thisbinding up
or storagesolves one of the main problemsconfrontingthe technologyof direct solar energy use;
how t o save solar energy for t imes when the
• sun isn't shining. Firewood is the most commonly exploited repository of solar energy.
At one time, it was man's primary spurce;
of energy, and in 'some areas of the world,
it still is. U. S. firewood use was in a decline until the oil embargo, when it began
its rebound. Now it is.a significant source
of energy in areassudi as northern New England
where, according to the Boston Globe, 18% of the
homes are heated by It. Besides its obvidus use
. as a home heating fuel, wood can be burned to
generate dectritity, as is being done in Burlington, Vermont, or con also be used as an industrial
fud. One source states that wood could heat twothirdsof tliehouses in tlie nationif harvested properly and on a Largescale, though forest imnageircnt nrnglit improveupon diis figure.
TYces are not th^ only solar energy sink.
Certain herbs such as corn , sorghum,sunflower,
and certain feist growing "weed"trees such as
poplar have a far higher productivity per acre than
lrqjuW
thesefuels can be burned directly like forest
fiidwood, they can dso be distilled to provide alcoholor an analog to natural gas knownas biogas.
Alcoholis a substitute for gasolineor heatingoil,
but hassuperior qualities in that it burns with a

stage, prohibiting the emergency exit of
theater-goers. In the event of a fire or other
emergency, panic would erupt as people
rushed to the fro nt of the auditorium only
to find sealed-off exits. This situation exists during all films, whether sponsored by
Stu-A films, Film Direction , or by an academic department.
Two possible excuses are usually cited
in supposed defense of this practice: the prohibiting of students from "sneaking" in
to the movies by those doors in order to
avoid paying, or simply the need to move the
the tables away from the movie screen to
facilitate the showing of the films.
Neither excuse deserves even a second
thought.
Certainly someone from the organization sponsoring the movie can be placed to
watch the front doors, to keep students from
sneaking in. No Colby student is cheap
enough to save a dollar if is endangers hundreds of his or her fellow students' lives.
And certainly some other place can be found
to store the tables during the movies. They
don't have to be stored in front of the exits.
It sometimes seems overly cautious .
to be concerned about fire 'safety at colleges.
But let's use some common sense. We had
two fires at Colby last year. Thankfully, no
one was injured here. Providence College was
not so lucky.
David P. Linsky
Editor Emeritus,
The Colby Echo

To the Editor:
Much as I agree with Mr. Lee that
the renovations of the Photography Club's
darkrooms are.-'interestihg," they are not
the result of any special lobbying effort
similar to that conducted by WMHB.
If the truth be known, in the„initial
plans only minor improvements were :
slated for the darkrooms which were at
the time located on the ground floor of
Roberts where the Spa's game room now
is. The most we were told we could hope
for was some additional space - gained
from the adjacent radio station which was
already designated to be moved.
What happened ? The game room.
Such a recreational center was in the
hotter, deaner flame. Brazil has utilized alcohol
distilled from sugarcanefor years, and nixes it
with gasoline to produce a superior fud called
gasohol. Biogas is predorninamly methane, and
can be burned as it is or purified, compressed
and bottled in the same manner as propane.Also,
it is possible to use alcohol and methane as a
starting point for the synthesisof certain petro-chemicals. .
Since the sun powersour dimate an d causes
the wind to blow, wind energy must come under
the general heading of solar energy. The wind has '
been harnessed for centuries to pump water, but ,
only recently has it been used to generate dectridty in modem windmills. Certain localities in
the country, induding Cuttyhunk Island in Massadiusetts, havethdr dectridty supplied by the
wind. Storing the energy for long periods when
the wind doesn't blow is a challenge, and various
proposed or practiced solutions employ techniques
as simple as die use of batteries or as advanced as
tlie utilization of wind-generated dectridty to electrolvze water and obtain hydrogen gas to be burned later as a fud. A significant step in the
resolution of the storageproblem would be the
location of the windmillswherethe winds blow
most often and most strongly, offshore in the
Great Lakes and the Adantic.These areas also
happpen to be verydose to the major Amcrkian,
population and industrial centers. ProfessorHcrorumusof MIT lias calculated that strings of windmillsin these offshore areas, out of the viewof the
mainland, could economically satisf y the dcctrical
demand projected
¦ for tlie United States in the
year 2000.
.. ' .
Some renewable energy sources are applicable only in certain areas of the country, as is

wind for the renovation , but the possibility
didn't become reality until the Trustees
decided it was essential and voted the funds.
Anyone familiar with"the game room might
take time to wonder where the $50,000
Mr. Lee's article talked about for that facility
went to. Not all to the game room. At least
half ( probably more) of that amount was
spent in moving the darkrooms.,The move
was both problematic and expensive because both the extensive plumbing and
electrical requirements were not ready at
hand . That this was accomplished so well
is in my opinion a credit to Mr. P'almer.
I don 't wish to minimize my own
or the Club's role in what was done. I
was then president of the Colby Photographers and once the decision to relocate was
made, and space allocated , we played a
large part in the design of the new rooms.
The existing rooms were drawn up by
myself in consultation with Club members,
Mr. Palmer, and the architects. What
enabled such an exchange to take place
was the fact that when input from student
organizations was requested the Photography Club responded , in contrast to
other orgaizations, with a description of
our problems * requirements, importance
to the community, etc. Sue Benson , then
head of Student Activitiesrdid make an
effort to find out what the other organizations needed . Their reply: "space." By and
large that is what they got, any post-renovation disgruntlement notwithstanding.
All said and done, I think the decision to renovate the darkrooms as well as they
have been was a -wise one on the part of the
Trustees.. Good darkrooms are important
to a number of service organizations in the
community. The Oracle, Echo, Pequod ,
photography Jan Plans, and various official
College publications all benefit from them
in addition to the Club members themselves.
I don t mean to fault Phil Lee's artide entirely for his assessment that the
renovation wasn't everything everyone
thought or hoped it would be is, in my
view, correct. I just request that next
time he let the Photography Club speak for
itself.
Interesting? I think the new darkrooms
are downright wonderful.
^
Sincerely, .
Pat Trunzo
tidal power in Maine, and geothermalenergy, derived from hot rocks beneath the earth's surface
in the West. Whereeconomical and not destructive
to the environment, these energy sources warrant
devdopment. Sari Frandscois already taking large
steps toward expandingits devdopment of geothermal energy, and other areas are following suit.
Before the United States can utilize the .
energysources on a very widespread scale, though,
the governmentwillhaveto formulate a far better
energy plan than the one it recently adopted. Congress, under what President Carter virtually termed
the thumb of the oil industry > ddeted much of the
President's original plan and removed many of die
strong incentivesfor die devdopmentof renewable
energy sources. Oil and natural gas will remain for
some timeat thdr artifidally low prices, discouraging .r»vementaway from their use. Even tax
incentivesfor installation of renewable energy
hardware and energy conservation are limited and
entirely ignore wood) alcohol, methane, and other
biofuds. The government continues to fund and
prop up the unpopular nudear industry while
dragging its heelsin the devdopment of solar,
wind, tidal, and geothermal power. Energy secretary James Sdilesinger loyally promotes a plutoniumfuture, yet so ignores die need for instigation of energy conservationthat levd-headed
Congressmenangrily demand hisresignation.
America needs a sane energy fu ture based
on renewableresources, not on the same supplies
;of exhaustiblearid dangerous nudear and fossil
fuds. We ne&l scttdble direction from the governinerit, and fall to receiveit , yet many of us
don't even care. But since tlie future bdongs to
those of us who ate young,we had letter wake
up and start worrying about it now.
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/ New ;
Outlook
by Doug Douglas

by Karen Pfeiffer and Phil Hough
Memb ers of WMHB's new Executive

Board officially took office today. We
have an exciting year ahead, with many
changes in . the making.
' Recent FCC rule changes have made
it necessary for us to boost our power
from 10 watts to a minimum of 100 watts
within the next year.This change, because
it imposes an obvious financial strain, will
be one of the primary concerns of the
station in the near future. When we raise
the funds that are necessary for us to boost
power (and remain in operatio n), the station will become more influential in the
local community. Therefore , WMHB will
be playing an increasingly important role
in the integration of Colby College and .
the local community.
With the recent problem of a de¦
creased first semester budget, we are already operating.on extremely tight fiscal
terms. Hopefully the spirit of cooperation
between Stu-A and/WMHB that led to the
solution of our problems with the Associated Press will continue and we. will be
able to work out any future problems with
the new Stu-A board .
One of the new Executive Board's
first actions, before it-officially took office , was to appoint David Strage to the
position of Promotions Director. This position was created with an eye toward
lessening the "identity crisis" that.WMHB
now possesses. David will be responsible
fpr promoting WMHB: he will attempt to
make the Colby community aware that
WMHB exists and make certain that people
have a better conception of us.
• The efforts of the new Executive
Board and David Strage have resulted in
the formation of the WMH B Roadshow.
The concept behind the roadshow is to
make WMHB moire prominent by providing "DJ" style music, via records, at
various social functions (they will appear
at the Spa on March 2).
On March 1, WMHB will hold an
open house in the afternoon. All interested
people (students, faculty , members of the
community) are invited to attend. The
reason for the open house is simple: we
want people to come up, look around the
studios and see more of the station.
Our pending increase to 100 watts
will necessitate greater participation on •
the part of the students and we will be
welcoming any interest afforded us. At
the same time we hope to create a higher
degree of professionalism among our
station members. At a college that has no
communications major this is not an easy
task; however, because of the interest and
dedication of everyone at the station we
feel this increase in our standards of quality will be possible. '
We hope to respond to these changes
in a positive manner, with an increase in '•
both the efficiency and organization of
the radio station. Our primary.concern is
that WMHB will begin to p lay a greater
role in and become more resporisive to the
needs of Colby College and the Waterville
community.
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As program director at WMHB, I am
officially responsible for everything that
goes over the air. Because of the station's
dubious ability to rim by itself,, my biggest
job seems to be combining the tastes of
our disc jockies with the preferences of:
listeners at Colby and in Waterville. These
conflicting tastes are bridged by the use ;of a daytime "format ," or programmed
music , and by leaving the nighttime air , .
^
open to the DJ 's.
The format is a basic rotation of
songs that diversifies each -how, wh ile
rnaintaining a homogeneous overall sound.
From six in the morning until six at night,
we incorporate the A<I-B-C rotation. "A"
cuts are new material,_usuaily released
within the last two months. This also .gives
air time to new artists and it fulfills our responsibilities to the "top 40" crowd. "B"
cuts are old hits, popular Colby tunes, and
other well known songs that might lend
some diversity to our sound, such, as jazz,
bluegrass, soul; and blues. "C'- cuts are
• photo by J ason Pelletier
for requests and the disc jockey's own
choices. This leaves daytime DJ's with
control of half of their air time. Both the
"A" and "B" cuts come from check lists ,
which are revised weekly.
I feel this format is a must, considering the audience to which we broadcast. ~
During the day most of our listeners are 7.
Waterville people or Colby students .who .
turn us on and off fairly frequently . I
feel the majority of our daytime listeners
want a fairly consistent sound.from WMHB
The format, initiated by Frank Harding,
seems to meet listeners' needs very well.
. The format ends at six, when the
"nighttime people" take over. From six
to two in the morning, DJ's play primarily
their own choice of music, except for an
obligation to devote about one third of
their time to new albums. Colby listeners
outnumber Waterville listeners at night , so
the music is geared toward students.' The final aspect of programming ihvolves'^spccials," shows devoted to one
area of music. At the present time, we ,
WMHB Open House All Day,Today/ WMHB Pub NightTomorrow
have three specials, Dave Ashc'raft 's new
music show,"Fresh Air," John Smcdley's
jazz show, "Jazz on Tap," arid a.Sunday .
classical music showV Tlie possibility of a
blues and a, comedy special are good , and ' ¦ .
anyone with other ideas should talk to me
or someone - else at the station.
. Being an educational station , we
'
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are obligated to devote some of our time
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to educational material. You can hear news
"
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. - ¦:^^*d£_- twdve times a day, all the important Colby
' ^M_ " " aaW •
sports events, plus a multitude ,' of Public '
Service Annquricements. In thie future*we
hope to broadcast the music homework
for baby music courses and assorted debates and lectures from around campus.
Any.suggestions
in this
¦ ¦
1 area are very welcome. ' .- ;'; ' •' ' ' !' -• ' ,: '; ' • , •' - S S a A a-' A.A'Sa "'
;,. - . WMH B is trying to cater jo the ,, ' ,
needs of all its listeners ) V/atervillc resi-¦ 7
dehtsj as welt.as Colby students., It is. 7¦ •
urireasohiiblc to irhagihi? that we can '
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satisfy everyone's particular\tastes but I v
feel that we now have a fo.rnat: that:will; 7
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appeal to more people than
eyer before.
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